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Foreword
 “Web 2.0” is the umbrella term which gathers concepts around the Social 
Web like online communities, social networks, wikis, blogs and folksonomies. It 
has often been described as “the Web as platform”, where users interact around 
content more dynamically than ever. But with the advent of these Web-Based 
Social Networks, personal information publicly available grows and can even-
tually be out of control. In this situation, privacy plays each time a more relevant 
role and protection is the tool to avoid compromising sensitive data.
In this first “Workshop on Privacy and Protection in Web-based Social Net-
works”, Information Technology researchers and Law professionals met to speci-
fy how the Law grants the privacy rights in the Web Social Networks and which 
technical protection measures can help enacting the rights without sacrifying 
the freedom of expression.
Barcelona, August 2009
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Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PET) and Web-
Based Social Networks (WBSN) 
Antoni Roig1 
 
1 IDT, Institute of Law and Technology, 
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08193 Bellaterra (Barcelona) Spain 
antoni.roig@uab.cat  
Abstract.  The technological threatens to the right of privacy are not only limited to 
data bases. WBSN and pervasive computer, for instance, are two clear examples of 
other privacy risks. WBSN have an economic value, and more and more tools focus on 
WBSN users’ personal information. On the contrary, WBSN privacy is only a new 
research area. Internet communities are trust-based systems. Therefore, they need a 
privacy-respecting reputation system. Transparency tools should also allow 
individuals to check at any desired moment what personal data has been given to the 
data systems, and be able to alter or delete it. IT researchers usually consider privacy 
as a quantifiable attribute that can be negotiated and possibly exchanged by 
individuals in return for certain benefits. On the contrary, PET are necessary in 
WBSN. Thus, they cannot simply be individual options. Human rights, as public 
policies, should be preserved in the design of IT tools.  
 Key words: Web-Based Social Networks, Privacy Enhancing Technologies, 
privacy, privacy-respecting reputation system, social network analysis, 
semantic web.   
1   Privacy and WBSN: legal framework and recommendations 
E-privacy is often reduced in Europe to data protection. Nevertheless, the 
technological threatens to the right of privacy are not only limited to data bases. 
WBSN and pervasive computer are two clear examples of other privacy risks. 
Certainly, the most significant privacy regulation is the European Data Protection 
Directive and the different implementations of the each Member State national law. 
corresponding implements by national law. Indeed, the reports and studies of the 
national data protection agencies and its working groups, stated mostly art. 29 Data 
protection group, are the best legal framework.    
One report of 2008 is perhaps up today the most relevant legal framework on 
WBSN and privacy (“Rome Memorandum” [1]). One key legal preliminary 
consideration is that there are only very few rules governing the publication of 
personal data at the initiative of private individuals. This is due to the fact that it had 
not been a major issue in the real world, and it has been only relevant on the Internet 
with WBSN. Another sociological key element is that a new generation of “digital 
natives” has appeared, and they seem more comfortable with publishing (sometimes 
intimate) details of their lives on the Internet. The Rome Memorandum 
recommendations to regulators are: 
- Introducing the option of a right to pseudonymous use. 
- Ensuring that service providers are honest and clear about what information 
is required for the basic service. Specific problems exist with consent of 
minors. 
- Requiring data breach notification for social network services.  
Privacy and WBSN: legal framework and recommendations
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-  Possibly attributing more responsibility to WBSN providers for personal 
data content on WBSN. 
- Improving the integration of privacy issues and tools into the educational 
system. 
 
Another interesting document is the European Network and Information 
Security Agency Position Paper 1 [2]. Some of the recommendations are: 
- WBSN should, where possible, use contextual information to educate 
people in „real-time‟. 
- Awareness-raising campaigns should also be directed at software 
developers to encourage security conscious development practices and 
corporate policy. 
- The regulatory framework governing WBSN should be reviewed and, 
where necessary, revised:  
•What is the legal position on deletion of user generated content by service 
providers if it is classed as WBSN spam? 
•What is the legal position on image-tagging by third parties? 
•Who is responsible for security flaws resulting from user-generated 
markup or scripting? 
•How should privacy policies of embedded third party widgets be 
communicated to users? 
•What exactly constitutes personal data in a WBSN environment? 
•What is the legal position on profile-squatting? 
•Should the posting of certain classes of data by minors (location data) be 
made illegal? 
- Users should be given accurate information on what is done with their data 
before and after the account closure. 
- WBSN should be used in a controlled and open way (i.e. not banned or 
discouraged), with co-ordinated campaigns to educate children, teachers and 
parents. 
2 Social Network Analysis (SNA) and WBSN 
2.1 SNA 
 
WBSN, or online communities [3], are growing with web 2.0 and with Mobile Social 
Software [4]. Indeed, WBSN have an economic value, and more and more tools 
focus on WBSN users‟ personal information. This is known as SNA and it is 
complementary to the traditional questionnaire of the psychologists [5]. SNA is 
changing from initial mathematical graph theory and sociology to a more 
multidisciplinary research. Indeed, SNA will tend to include gradually social 
interaction and social reputation systems in a unified social computing framework 
[6]. Let‟s see some SNA tools and we‟ll see how far SNA is already gone. 
The Organization Risk Analyzer (ORA) (www.casos.cs.cmu.edu/projects/ora) is 
a software program that computes social network. It also allows traditional node-link 
and advanced visualizations and user-editing of the meta-network data as well as 
provision of several other aids for advanced analysis, including error detection and 
what-if analysis using simulation tools [7]. SNA are mostly beneficial to sociologists 
or researchers in communities‟ studies. However, some prototypes offer a personal 
Social Network Analysis (SNA) and WBSN
SNA
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social network analysis service based on user‟s reading and writing interest. This is 
the case of VisoLink, a user-centric SNA tool [8]. Social networking has also 
supported collaboration in computational Grids. Grids are complex systems that 
aggregate large amounts of distributed computational resources to perform large 
scale simulations and analysis by multiple research groups. Using social networking 
tools, Grid actors can discover partners to collaborate, potential providers and 
consumers [9]. In fact, more and more professionals are tending to collaborate in 
WBSN. For instance, in the field of medical science it is of paramount importance to 
share and circulate information about clinical cases and methodologies in the shortest 
time, as well as to create historical databases made available for future reference and 
analysis within the whole technical community [10]. On the other hand, the danger 
for privacy comes also from the involuntary information leakage in WBSN.  For 
example, one research on a concrete WBSN has revealed that the first name of 72% 
of the accounts and the full name of 30% of the accounts could be easily inferred 
from the profiles by using a number of heuristics. The age of 15% of the account 
holders and at least one school attended by 42% of the holders could also be inferred 
[11].  
2.2 Semantic Web and WBSN 
In a WBSN we can only trust people we know. A network structure composed by 
trust statements linking individuals constitutes the basis for trusting people we do not 
know personally. This has been called “Web of Trust” [12]. We do not usually trust 
all the people who are trusted by the people we trust. It is not so easy. It would be 
useful if we could apply a trust metrics to compute how trustful a person is. Many 
ranking mechanisms and ways to compute trust relationships are considered at the 
moment. However, one might want to select the n most trustworthy agents, while 
others would prefer all users with ranks above given thresholds. In any case, local 
group trust metrics, such as Advogato and Appleseed, offer interesting perspectives 
for diverse computing domains such as WBSN within the near future [13]. 
Why are there more and more Semantic web applications that address problems 
related to WBSN? One important reason is that the effort required to develop these 
applications has fallen in the past years: the standardization of the RDF and OWL 
ontology languages (2004) and SPARQL query language and protocol (2006) 
provide interoperability of semantic applications and services. Open source tools 
such as Sesame storage facility and programming tools like the Elmo API provide 
the common components of most Semantic Web applications [14]: for instance, we 
can mention Flink (http://flink.semanticweb.org) –a  data collection for SNA–, or 
Openacademia (http://www.openacademia.org) –a publication metadata 
management–. And, it is not only easier than in the past. Semantic web applications 
pretend to add the possibility of community-based ontology extraction from web 
pages. Thus, not only do we obtain the traditional network of ontology learning, but 
also a novel semantic network based on community relationships, a so-called 
emergent semantics: “it seems that ontologies are us: inseparable from the context of 
the community in which they are created and used” [14].  
2.3. Privacy-Preserving Data Mining (P2DM) and WBSN  
On the contrary, WBSN privacy is only a new research area. However, Privacy-
preserving Data Mining (P2DM) is perhaps the exception. The main goal of P2DM 
is to avoid as much as possible the disclosure of private information about WBSN 
Semantic Web and WBSN
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members when analyzing users‟ data for statistical purposes. General data protection 
can help, but WBSN are not data bases. Each data record in a data table is 
completely defined by the attribute values of a person, while a WBSN also contains 
relational data between individuals. In a WBSN, two users with the same public 
attribute values may still be distinguishable by their relationship with other users. 
Thus, not only has a privacy tool for WBSN to consider the attributes of the users but 
also the relationships between them [15]. These relationships could be determined 
using link discovery, and some efficient privacy-preserving link-discovery tools are 
also available [16]. Another possible solution is encryption for privacy-preserving 
collaborative WBSN [17]. This could help effective international security 
collaboration and personal information sharing. On the other hand, Peer-to-Peer 
sharing networks are also adopting some privacy-preserving tools [18].  
3 Identity management, reputation systems and WBSN 
Internet communities are trust-based systems. Therefore, they need a privacy-
respecting reputation system as we will see later. The goal of a virtual community is 
to promote the enrolment of strangers and unknown users. But establishing the level 
of trust in the user requires ways to relate it with its trust value. We could use then 
real-world identities. As a result, privacy would be in danger because we would have 
personally identifiable information (PII). Therefore, more accurate reputation means 
usually less privacy protection.  
3.1 Authentication without identification 
Some authors try to have both privacy and trust. The identity management of users in 
an Internet community should be based, in their opinion, on recognition rather than 
authentication. As Seigneur says [19], in an authentication process we have: 
-   Enrolment: generally involves an administrator or human intervention.  
-   Triggering: someone clicks on a web link to a resource that requires 
authentication to be downloaded. 
-  Detective work: the main task is to verify that the entity‟s claimed identity is 
the peer‟s. 
-   Action: the identification is subsequently used in some ways. 
On the other hand, the recognition consists of: 
-    Triggering (passive and active sense): the recognising user can trigger itself. 
-    Detective work: recognising the user. 
-   Upper-level action (optional): the outcome of the recognition is subsequently 
used in some ways. 
The recognition process is an example of a more general replacement for 
authentication that does not necessarily bind an identity to the recognised identity. 
On the contrary, authentication is a recognition process that binds a real-world 
identity to the virtual identity. The possibility of recognising a user, analysing some 
of its attributes, is sufficient to establish trust in it based on past experience. One way 
of preserving both privacy and trust is using pseudonyms. Nevertheless, traffic 
analysis, data triangulation and data-mining can also associate a pseudonym with the 
real user. That is the reason why it is important that we provide multiple 
pseudonyms.  
Technical solutions, such as a trust transfer, can be adopted then to avoid the 
misuse of multiple pseudonyms [19]. Another example is the EU-funded FP6 project 
PRIME (Privacy and Identity Management for Europe). Its approach uses “private 
Identity manag ment, reputation systems and WBSN
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credentials” which enable proving one‟s authorization (e.g., to be over 18 years old) 
without identifying the individual. They are derived from certificates issued on 
different pseudonyms of the same person, and they are neither linkable to each other 
nor to the issuance interaction. Only in the case of misuse, the user‟s anonymity can 
be revoked [20].  
Meanwhile, the anonymity analysis of supposed anonymous WBSN is also 
growing. A WBSN approach is adopted by assuming the attacker‟s knowledge about 
users, based on the fact that they belong to such a network. Then, the performance of 
the anonymous WBSN in the context of this knowledge is evaluated. Furthermore, 
the analysis includes how errors in the information gained from the social network 
influence the correctness of the anonymity (and thus, the attacker‟s confidence in her 
result) [21]. These authors notice that the overall anonymity is low and likely does 
not increase with the size of the social network. The positive aspect is that arbitrarily 
small errors in the profiles can lead to arbitrarily large errors in the anonymity 
probability distribution and hence point to the wrong subjects in the anonymity set.  
3.2 Reputation Systems 
Reputation systems play an important role in Internet communities 
 
When people start in an Internet community, they usually have a pseudonym. Then, 
they have to gain reputation. In fact, it allows members of the community, to 
estimate other members' behaviour before an interaction. Obviously, bad experiences 
are still possible: reputation is context-defined and subjective and someone might lie 
about another member or simply change his behaviour. Nevertheless, the virtual 
identity defined by the reputation is often trustworthy. The majority of the members 
of the community trust someone after confirming its reputation. We could imagine a 
trust metrics based on known people, Friend-of-A-Friend (FOAF): this was initially 
the core idea of the Trust Project available at http://trust.mindswap.org [22].  
Nevertheless, it is not just a matter of number. Even with a low 0.01% of fraud, 
e-Bay is concerned because of the reputation of its e-trading system. The traditional 
legal dispute resolution –never  excluded–, is not the way to solve millions of e-
disputes. It simply does not allow the communities to maintain their reputation 
system. Online Dispute Resolution (ODR) will perhaps deserve a better service to 
Internet communities. In any case, a reputation system has to avoid disputes as much 
as possible.          
Privacy threatens of current reputation systems 
 
Unfortunately the design of current reputation systems allows generating user 
profiles including all contexts the user has been involved in. This currently happens 
in electronic marketplace communities where time, frequency of participation, 
valuation of and interest in specific items, for instance, can be checked. Furthermore, 
trading partners usually have their pseudonym linked to a real name, so the profile is 
fully identified. Sometimes, only the provider is allowed to identify the partner, thus 
he has the possibility to inform about partners that have a bad reputation. But this 
centralised control is not always sure: it can be corrupted by a partner. In fact, most 
of mailing lists, newsgroups, discussion forums to role-playing and electronic 
marketplaces are implemented in a centralised way: a provider offers a technical 
system to the community. This is not so terrible. Even if we have a centralised 
internet community, we can protect privacy, while assuring a reputation system. 
ti  systems play an important role in Internet co munities
 t reatens of cu rent reputation systems
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Another risk of reputation systems is due to the establishment of relationships of 
different types among users (e.g. friend of). In 2006, Facebook received the 
complaints of some users against the use of the News Feed feature, introduced to 
inform users with the latest personal information related to their online friends [23]. 
Facing an online petition to stop this service, signed by thousands of users, Facebook 
decided then to allow users to set some privacy preferences. In November 2007, 
another Facebook‟s service concerned a lot of users: Beacon [24]. Beacon is part of 
the Facebook advertising system introduced to track users‟ activities on web sites of 
Facebook partners. Such information was reported to users‟ friends without the 
consent of the user itself. Some WBSN like Facebook or Videntity have then reacted 
giving to their users an optional mechanism: they can allow or not some users to 
access to their personal information (www.facebook.com, http://videntity.org).  
More wide and flexible strategies are needed, making a user able to define his 
privacy policy or rules. Indeed, users should indicate which network participants are 
authorized to access his personal information, even though they are not directly 
connected through a relationship [25]. One option is through a client-side access 
control [26]. The requestor must provide the resource owner with a proof of being 
authorized to access the requested resource. Therefore, the privacy requirements 
established by WBSN users are preserved when enforcing access control. This 
privacy preserving access control can be even improved by a collaboration of 
selected nodes of the network [25]. The owner contacts only the nodes that satisfy its 
distribution rules. A node is invited to collaborate only if it satisfies the distribution 
rules of the other nodes taking part in the collaboration. Encryption and signature 
techniques are used to verify the correct enforcement of distribution rules. However, 
these techniques are not meant for general-purpose WBSNs like Facebook or 
MySpace, but for social networks used at the intranet level or by virtual 
organizations. With the same intention to protect the type and trust level of 
relationships, a public-key protocol has been described to achieve relationship 
protection with the advantage of not needing a central node. Besides, the new 
protocol avoids revealing the content of relationships to the resource requestor and 
substantially simplifies relationship revocation [27].  
Access control is not the only way to preserve privacy in WBSN. More general 
privacy-enhancing reputation systems have to be adopted.  
Privacy-respecting reputation systems 
 
A more privacy-enhancing design of reputation systems is needed while keeping the 
trust provided to the members by the use of reputations. Even if trust is difficult to 
measure, a privacy-enhancing reputation system has to assure at least anonymity. 
And anonymity can be statistically calculated.  
Let‟s consider centralised reputation data bases [28]. Under some circumstances, 
users are allowed to rate other pseudonyms and these are updated to a central data 
base. A correct use of the pseudonym will be enough in many cases. The correct use 
of pseudonyms can increase easily trust in the reputation system. One of the 
problems that had appeared is the pseudonym changing without the transfer of the 
negative rates. Even in this case, technical solutions are also available. One 
possibility is to rate pseudonyms in different contexts: general or for specific issues, 
for instance. This could give a rate of one pseudonym more linked to each context 
the user is involved in. As long as additional information –number of user with a 
specific number of pseudonyms- is not provided, the anonymity is preserved. 
Another privacy-preserving reputation scheme has been proposed for a 
pseudonymous peer-to-peer (P2P) system [29]. Using e-cash for reputation points, 
the reputation of each user is closely related to his real identity rather than to his 
- s ecting reputation systems
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current pseudonym. Thus, a honest user can switch to a new pseudonym keeping his 
good reputation while a malicious user cannot erase his trail with a new pseudonym. 
This leads us to the next PET: transparency, context and purpose limitation. 
4 Transparency, context and purpose limitation  
We have just seen that authentication can adapt to a non-identification version, more 
flexible and less dangerous for privacy. Nevertheless, there is a deep change in the 
Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PET) related to the web 2.0, and above all online 
social networks: transparency is preferred to anonymity, authentication and other 
traditional protections. Old PET are still useful, but they do not give enough guaranty 
to new privacy threatens.   
Prior to an interaction, information on the interacting party should be made 
transparent.  Transparency tools can provide clear visibility of the data flow, the 
privacy policy, present methods of data processing, offered services, used software, 
reputation of interaction partners, guarantees of trustworthiness and security of all 
data processing and also all present or possible vulnerabilities and security breaches. 
Although transparency tools alone are no panacea for maintaining the private sphere, 
the combination of transparency tools and user-controlled identity management 
systems yields viable functionality to empower users to protect their privacy [20].  
One extreme possibility is to use TETs (Transparency Enhancing Technologies), 
so as to anticipate profiles that may be applied to a particular data subject. This 
concern personalized profiles as well as distributive or non-distributive group 
profiles, possibly constructed out of anonymous data. The central idea is to know the 
selection mechanisms (application of profiles) that may be applied. To be able to 
achieve this, the data subject needs access to additional external data sources. Then, 
based on this information, one can perform a counterprofiling. 
More accepted is that transparency tools should allow individuals to check at 
any desired moment what personal data has been given to the data systems, and be 
able to alter or delete it. In PRIME, one of the main transparency tools is the “Data 
Track”, together with the function to check which personal data to disclose in a 
specific context. The information about potential interaction partners or the privacy 
policy can be shown before any disclosure of personal data. This information also 
allows users to ask data controllers later whether or not they have done what they 
have or to investigate potential risks related to former uses of the “Data Track”.  
The value of transparency tools depends on how precise and understandable the 
information is. Standardization could help humans to understand and machines to 
interpret the information made transparent. Another challenge is that a transparency 
process can also be privacy-invasive. Therefore, data minimization with minimal 
disclosure of personal information is usually more effective than relying on “notice 
and choice” [20]. 
Context and purpose limitation attach to the identifiable data is also a new PET 
tool useful with web 2.0, the participatory web. 
5 Conclusions 
Privacy protection for pervasive computer can be a good analogy for PETs and 
WBSN. Privacy and self-presentation are compatible with automatic data disclosure, 
even if in ubiquitous computer, the awareness systems should be designed not to 
facilitate observation but to facilitate disclosure [30]. We can also consider WBSN 
Transparen y, context and purpose limitation
 Conclusions
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personalized privacy. In this case, the devices are the other “users” of a Personal 
Area Network (P.A.N.). A tool could analyze the requirements of potential users and 
automatically adapt the information visible according to the context and the 
individual privacy preferences of the user. This has already been designed for 
ubiquitous computer [31]. On the other hand, some analysis and simulations in 
pervasive computer are also adapted for social networks [32]. Even a general-
purpose architecture for leveraging users‟ mobile devices for measuring context, 
while maintaining the privacy of the users such as AnonySense could be adapted 
perhaps to WBSN [33].  
It has been said on privacy in ubiquitous environments that we are witnessing a 
significant change: up to now, it was the role of the government to provide the 
framework for privacy protection. However, lately IT researchers tend to shift 
privacy protection into the hands of the individuals and to provide them with privacy 
protection mechanisms and tools. Furthermore, IT researchers usually consider 
privacy as a quantifiable attribute that can be negotiated and possibly exchanged by 
individuals in return for certain benefits [34]. On the contrary, PETs are necessary in 
WBSN. Thus, they cannot simply be individual options. Human rights, as principles, 
should be included in the design of IT tools. And this is not just a decision of 
industrial standards. It is above all a public policy to adopt. Privacy is perhaps the 
first right that can disappear if not protected at the first level of the design of 
technological tools, as a public policy. Other rights will soon follow the previous 
mentioned.  
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Abstract. The audiovisual sector is complex because it involves the activity of 
different industries related to content production, telecommunications, media, 
as well as the Internet and services of the Information Society. The emergence 
of new technological changes resulting from the digitization process and the 
convergence of information technologies and telecommunications in connection 
with the storage, processing and distribution of information are creating new 
challenges within this sector. The EU Audiovisual Media Services Directive, as 
the main instrument of the European audiovisual regulatory policy, calls on 
Member States to reform their legislation on this field with the aim of 
harmonizing the different regulations regarding audiovisual sector. Until 
December 2009, Spain has time to transpose into national law the EU 
Audiovisual Media Services Directive. The regulatory framework of the 
audiovisual sector in Spain could be defined as huge, disperse and obsolete. 
However, the Spanish government is going to present in a few days a general 
regulation on that issue. This article pretends to provide an overview of the 
major challenges of the Spanish audiovisual sector as a result of the 
convergence of platforms, services and operators in light of new regulatory 
changes. 
Keywords: Audiovisual Media, digital content, intellectual property. 
1   The EU Audiovisual Media Services Directive 
The EU Audiovisual Media Services Directive1 (AVMSD), as the main instrument of 
the European audiovisual regulatory policy, calls on Member States to reform their 
legislation on this field with the aim of harmonizing and reforming the different 
regulations regarding audiovisual sector. The Audiovisual Media Services Directive 
provides a more flexible but general regulation in comparison with Television 
                                                          
1 Directive 2007/65/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 December 2007 
amending Council Directive 89/552/EEC on the coordination of certain provisions laid down 
by law, regulation or administrative action in Member States concerning the pursuit of 
television broadcasting activities. 
 The EU Audiovisual Media Services Directive
s: udiovisual edia, digital cont t, i t ll t l ty.
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Without Frontiers Directive (TWF)2. The new rules respond to technological 
developments and represent the opportunity to improve common minimum standards 
in Europe for traditional broadcasting3 and emerging on-demand audiovisual media 
services. It is crucial, especially in order to avoid distortions of competition, to 
improve legal certainty, to help the internal market, and also to safeguard certain 
public interest. 
    In this regard, the directive attempts to preserve cultural diversity, protect children 
and consumers, safeguard media pluralism, combat racial and religious hatred and 
guarantee the independence of national media regulators.  
The directive maintains the basic principles of the TWF directive4, although it 
modifies the following aspects [1]: 
 
- includes new media services, such as video-on-demand, commercial 
services provided over the Internet or mobile phones. But it excludes: any form of 
private correspondence (e-mails),   electronic versions of newspapers and magazines 
or services whose principal purpose is not the provision of programmes (websites that 
contain audiovisual content in an accessorily manner);  
-  facilitates more flexibility in the timing and scope of advertising spots, 
establishing a limit of twelve minutes per hour with the possibility of more frequent 
but shorter breaks; and 
- allows product placement in a programme. Only three exceptions to 
product placement are fixed by the directive: news, current affairs broadcast and 
children’s programmes.  
    In short, the AVMSD Directive provides the key concepts on audiovisual 
regulation, based on the objective of convergence of technologies, businesses, 
contents and services. 
2   The Spanish Audiovisual Sector 
2.1   Legal framework 
 
There is not in Spain a general law regulating audiovisual communication services. 
Spain has until December 2009 to transpose into national law the EU Audiovisual 
Media Services Directive (AVMSD). The regulatory framework of the audiovisual 
                                                          
2 Council Directive 89/552/EEC of 3 October 1989 on the coordination of certain provisions 
laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in Member States concerning the 
pursuit of television broadcasting activities (updated in 1997 and 2007). 
3 Television broadcasting includes: analogue and digital television, live streaming, webcasting 
and near-video-on-demand. 
4 Concerning to: principles of jurisdiction, freedom of reception and retransmission, stricter 
rules possible, access of the public to major events, promoting the production and 
distribution of European Works, protection of minors and right of reply. 
 The Spanish Audiovisual Sector
Legal framework
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sector in Spain could be defined as huge, disperse and obsolete. Historically, 
regulations concerning broadcasting have been produced under governmental control, 
and it is almost impossible to obtain agreements of all the parties involved in order to 
pass a general law for the audiovisual sector [2].  
 
   The most important Spanish acts covering the audiovisual sector are: 
 
          -Act 25/94 of 7 June modifying law 22/1999 on the implementation of the   
TVWF Directive. 
     -Act 10/2005, on urgent measures for the promotion of digital terrestrial TV, 
liberalization of cable, and promotion of media pluralism. 
     -Act 22/2005, on Catalan Audiovisual Communication. 
     -Act 17/2006, on national public radio and TV. 
     -Act 55/2007, on the Cinema Law 
     -Decree 1/2009, on urgent measures for the telecommunications sector. 
 
    For the purposes of this paper, we would like to comment briefly three of them: 
 
The Act 17/2006, on national and public radio and TV 
 
    With this regulation, the Spanish government lost the opportunity to reshape the 
Public Service Broadcasting (traditionally based on a public service mandate). In 
practice, this regulation involved a “Dismissal Program” (ERE) in RTVE, affecting 
more than 1.000 public broadcasting workers. 
 
Act 22/2005, on Catalan Audiovisual Communication 
 
   Within the sphere of Autonomous Regions, Catalonia has done its homework in 
terms of regulating the audiovisual sector by proposing a mixed model of public 
service broadcasting (public and private broadcasters coexist). On the one hand, 
private broadcasters develop their activity under provisions made by art. 20 of the 
Spanish Constitution (audiovisual communication freedom) and not for being 
concessionaire of a public service mandate [3]. 
   Secondly, they designed a public broadcasting sector based on the general interest, 
and common values such as freedom of expression and information, the right of reply, 
pluralism, protection of copyright, promotion of cultural and human diversity, minors 
and consumers. Finally, they have an independent regulatory authority: the Catalan 
Audiovisual Council-CAC. 
 
Decree 1/2009, on urgent measures for the telecommunications sector 
 
    The Spanish government approved this new legal instrument to manage the 
introduction of Digital Terrestrial TV (DTTV) and to limit media ownership. The 
switch-off of analogue terrestrial TV in Spain is planned at the beginning of April 
2010. Apart from that, the government considered absolutely necessary to establish 
new limits regarding media ownership. The main objective is to perform companies 
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which could be adapted to the new scenario built by the decrease in advertising as a 
consequence of the transition from analogue to digital terrestrial television. 
   On 29 May 2009, the Spanish government approved a bill law on the funding 
scheme of RTVE. Nowadays, this fact is raising a wide debate within broadcasting 
sector because of the new rules concerning: (i) choosing a dual funding scheme: 
suppression of advertising spaces on public service broadcasting and establishing 
economic contributions for free-to view TV (3%), Pay TV and conditional access TV 
(1,5%); (ii) and avoiding TV operators to loose their license if they do not contribute 
with their taxes. They will be punished with general sanctions according to the tax 
system established in Spain. 
   Some problems could appear in case that private TV operators decide to increase 
their functions regarding public service mandate to the detriment of public 
broadcasting services. 
   However, the Spanish government led by R. Zapatero is going to present within a 
few days a general law regulating this field. The Ministry of the Presidency and the 
Ministry of Industry, Tourism and Trade are preparing the final legislative document 
to present it in the Spanish Parliament at the end of June 2009. Recently, some 
Spanish political parties, such as PSOE, PP, CiU and PNV supported some aspects of 
a motion proposed by ERC, IU and ICV. The aim is to force the Spanish government 
to present a General Law on Audiovisual specially taking in consideration the 
obligation to transpose the above mentioned AVMSD Directive.  
 
   The new legislative proposal will focus on the following aspects: 
 
-reformulating public service broadcasting and its adequate funding;  
-licensing procedures for broadcasters (automatic renovation of licenses after 
15 years); 
-private broadcasters may sell o lease their licenses (only 50%); 
-fines around 1 million euros when: (i) public or private channels do not 
comply with the economic obligation to support Cinema without justification, (ii) 
channels exceed the period of time established for advertising (no more than twelve 
minutes per hour), (iii) channels modify their TV program schedule without a clear 
justification to do it (three days before, they should communicate TV programming 
changes to the public); and 
-creation of the independent regulator authority to govern the audiovisual 
scene. 
 
    Looking at this picture offered by the audiovisual sector, we can conclude that 
successive governments have approved diverse regulations over the sector in order to 
solve concrete situations as a consequence of new technological changes occurred 
during the past years. Therefore, it seems to be clear the need to design Spanish 
audiovisual and media regulatory policy in order to avoid wrong and interested 
regulations on that field under government control. We cannot either forget the 
importance of this sector for societies, democracy, education and culture; in fact, it is 
one of the main arguments to justify the need of specific regulation.  
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3   Principal challenges regarding digital content production of the 
audiovisual sector in Spain. 
In Spain, almost two thirds of the population already access digital content as stated 
by the White Paper on Digital Content in Spain 2008 [4]. New ways of using network 
content are performing new business opportunities beyond the traditional models.  
 
 
 
Figure 1: Industries generating digital content in Spain: evolution of sales, 2003-2007 (€M). 
Source: White Paper on Digital Content in Spain 2008. 
 
      
 Figure 1 shows how a general growth in relation to the evolution of sales occurred 
from 2003 to 2007 regarding industries generating digital content in Spain. In general, 
foreign multinational companies are dominating the digital content industry in Spain. 
There is an international uncertainty with regard to new digital business models in the 
future as it is unpredictable to determine how patterns of use and consume will take 
place, specially linked with the use of the Internet.  
 The principal trends concerning audiovisual digital content are: 
 
 - The DTT development process is modifying the audiovisual market 
considering the extension of the technical distribution possibilities of television and 
the extension of contents and services that are accessible free of charge.  
- The content of broadcast on the Spanish television is home-produced. The 
growth of foreign series and the migration to the Internet are affecting Spanish 
production. It has to deal with new online media and cheaper foreign products.  
- The audience fragmentation is expected as soon as more channels are 
available to citizens. This situation will affect public operators on the market, as we 
mention above. 
- A strong growth is expected in television via mobile modality. 
- The migration to the Internet is affecting TV companies, aware of the 
interest of this channel and its possibilities. They are increasing offers of specific 
Internet services (theme videos and TV series broadcast via specific portals). 
- There are important challenges regarding infrastructure developments 
(extension of broadband, HDTV, the interoperability of devices…) 
     - Consumers are expecting easy access and cross-platform availability. 
 
 Principal challenges regarding digital co ent producti n of
the audiovisual sector in Spain
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4   The Pablo Soto’s case: peer-to-peer technology on trial. 
During the last years, file sharing of copyright protected material, particularly peer-to-
peer networks, has been an important threat to the established business models of the 
content industry. An increasing civil and criminal pressure against users of the 
Internet seems to be the strategy of the traditional content industry to face copyright 
issues as a consequence of new technological changes resulting from the digitization 
process and the convergence of information technologies and telecommunications. 
Peer-to-peer networks allow millions of users to share their music and film files 
through the Internet. Most of these files are copyright protected material, and their 
authors (music and film creators, software developers, publishers…) cannot protect 
their property from piracy. Some governments from several countries have taken 
different types of measures in order to fight against piracy5.  
The US Congress Committee put Spain on its 2009 Piracy Watch6 list of countries 
with “alarming” levels of illegal file-sharing.  
The Spanish Courts have ruled repeatedly that free music and film downloading is 
not illegal if it is not for commercial use. Music downloads for personal use is 
permitted. Spaniards pay special taxes on CDs, DVDs, memory cards… to 
compensate the music industry for its losses. In our country, the debate on that issue is 
performed by collecting societies led by SGAE or PROMUSICAE – to mention two 
of the most important ones – and service providers (Telefónica, Vodafone…). Spanish 
collecting societies demand a set of measures regarding the effective protection of the 
intellectual property in our country. Specially, they claim: (i) legislative changes to 
protect intellectual property against piracy; (ii) an agreement with service providers to 
fight piracy; (iii) respect for intellectual property from users using media educational 
campaigns; and (iv) governmental action leading piracy fight.  
On the other side, interesting questions regarding the neutrality of the Internet and 
privacy are pointed out by users in order to preserve freedom over the use of the 
Internet. The perception that all the information available in the Internet is in the 
public domain, and so everyone can copy and use these materials – even when they 
are copyright protected –, seems to be a complicate challenge to deal with in the 
digital age.  
  
 
4.1.- Pablo Soto’s7 case 
 
Major music labels (Warner, EMI, Universal and Sony) under the umbrella of one of 
the most important Spanish collecting societies (Promusicae) went to court claiming 
13M Euros from a Spaniard P2P programmer. For the very first time, the majors went 
                                                          
5 In Spain, the government worked on a code of good practices regarding piracy in the Internet 
and offenses against intellectual property law. Available at: 
http://www.mcu.es/propiedadInt/MC/Mbp/index.html 
6 Available at: http://schiff.house.gov/antipiracycaucus/pdf/IAPC_2009_Watch_List.pdf 
 
7 For further information about the case, see Pablo Soto’s blog:  http://www.pablosoto.com/ 
 
 The Pablo Soto’s case: peer-to-pe r technol gy on trial
4.1 Pablo Soto’s7 case
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against a P2P software designer and not against users, performing a new strategy to 
tackle P2P file sharing. Civil and criminal courts in Spain are ruling decriminalizing 
illicit downloads on the basis of the existence or not of commercial purposes.  
 
    The main arguments of the majors were:  
 
   - His software (Piolet, Manolito, Blubster) allows people to share files over 
the Internet causing a lost of a substantial amount of earnings. In addition, this 
practice could be considered “unfair competition”.  
 - His software includes advertising, so he is getting benefits from them.  
 
On the contrary, the arguments of Pablo’s legal team were: 
 
 - “He merely created software” but he cannot control what people do using 
these tools.  
  - He always accepted that he created the applications for commercial 
purposes, but without destructive intentions against the music industry. 
  - Majors music labels do not identify clearly which files are under copyright 
protection and why they do not use measures to protect these files. 
 - Business groups are trying to target program designers after several failed 
cases against users who downloaded music for personal use. 
 
This case points out the existence of a decriminalized illicit P2P file sharing policy 
in our country.  
 
5   Conclusions 
 
The audiovisual sector in Spain continues reshaping public broadcasting and it is also 
implementing the digital transition process according to the convergence of 
technologies, platforms and services (traditional TV, internet TV, IPTV, web TV, TV 
on mobile phones and other mobile devices). 
It is time to avoid the high control performed by the government in the public 
sphere regarding the audiovisual sector through a concrete regulatory framework for 
that field. We should keep in mind that the system of public broadcasting is directly 
related to the democratic, social and cultural needs of each society and to the need to 
preserve media pluralism. 
With regard to digital content, the main issue is the lower cost of online 
distribution. How to deal with this matter with respect to hard copy distribution, 
management of copyright online, piracy, protection of minors and cultural diversity 
are some of the most important challenges for the audiovisual sector.  
 
 Conclusions
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Abstract. With social networks getting highly popular and becoming a routine 
in most people’s life, some security problems have arisen. These problems 
include issues like trust, interoperability or privacy. Social networks glean lots 
of information which cannot always be trusted because neither its source nor its 
integrity can be verified. Moreover, information is isolated in each social 
network, and the interoperation between sites for sharing purposes is not 
possible. Sharing information among users or social networks brings about a 
privacy problem, as a user should be able to define her own access control rules 
exactly as she wishes, and not based upon each site capabilities. Our proposal to 
solve these issues involves a Semantic Interoperability and Access Control 
layer (SIAC) combined with eXtended Web Of Trust (XWOT) ontology. SIAC 
will use identity ontologies, like FOAF and SIOC, to address interoperability, 
and semantic rule languages to solve the access control problem. XWOT, which 
is a PKI extension of the WOT ontology, may solve trustworthiness issues.  
Keywords: social network, access control, trust, semantics, interoperability, 
ontology, PKI 
1   Introduction  
Content-sharing sites and social networks in particular have brought about 
revolutionary changes in the way users play a part in the Internet. Nowadays users no 
longer simply consume Internet resources, but they also create, publish and rank 
contents, leaving a trace of their digital activity, and giving away a great deal of their 
personal information. 
For about twenty years, users have acted as mere information consumers, and trust 
issues have been solved by means of technologies like PKI, that allowed verifying 
websites and establishing SSL connections. However, for some time now, 
communications and web standards have evolved to give a rise to new collaborative 
web applications like wikis, social networks or calendars, which are open, user-
friendly and, usually, free of charge. In fact, social applications where personal 
information and contents are shared have become so popular that millions of users 
already have an account at sites like Facebook, MySpace, LinkedIn, Twitter or Orkut 
[1].  
Introduction
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This huge success implies new concerns, not only related to the user’s privacy, but 
also to information trustworthiness. In the first place, users build up their digital 
shadow and identity when they contribute to social applications with posts, tags, 
comments, etc., so they should be able to undoubtedly state which information comes 
from a reliable source or not. Thus, information origin and integrity could be verified.  
Besides, as users keep leaving public traces of their personal and professional 
activity, they should be able to control who may access that information. This access 
control is nowadays regulated by each site’s policy, forcing the user to understand 
each one of these policies, and to configure her privacy parameters in each one of the 
applications. Unfortunately, users are seldom strict when it comes to establishing and 
maintaining access policies, either because of unawareness, or lack of interest, or even 
application bugs. 
Moreover, not only privacy policies are isolated in each site but also user’s 
personal information. As the user is required to introduce her data in each of her 
accounts, information is often duplicated, incoherent and out-of-date. Therefore, there 
should be some interoperability solution in order to make the most of information that 
users have already entered. 
In order to deal with these issues we propose to develop a Semantic 
Interoperability and Access Control layer (SIAC), which makes applications 
independent from data and from privacy policies, and empowers the user to take 
control over her own personal information. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the SIAC model. Section 3 
outlines how Semantic Web standards are used to consolidate information from 
different sources, and how they may help social networks to interoperate. Section 4 
extends semantic interoperability through a user-centric access control layer, and 
Section 5 discusses how to add trust to the information held by social networks. 
Finally, conclusions of our work can be found in Section 6. 
2   Semantic Interoperability and Access Control layer 
The SIAC layer handles the aforementioned concerns from a user-centric point of 
view, and answers both interoperability and security requirements, including privacy 
and trust. In particular, our proposal is based on the combination of semantic 
technologies, PKI and a policy driven access control mechanisms. 
The SIAC layer is built upon the idea that all the information managed by social 
applications can be semantically expressed, in particular by ontologies like FOAF [2] 
or SIOC [3]. We also support this idea for the implementation of the access control 
layer, which will also use semantic languages, like SWRL or SPARQL, to express the 
access control rules that will drive the orchestration between social networks and 
users. 
Thanks to this layered approach, data can remain distributed whereas access 
policies are centralized in a single access point, from where the user can easily 
manage them.  
Our main contributions include the development of a prototype which is able to 
glean all the information of an entity distributed all over the social networks, allowing 
Semantic Interoperability and Access Control layer
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the user to have a global and centralized vision of all her public data. Another 
remarkable contribution is an extension of the WOT ontology [4] in order to support 
XML signatures. 
Figure 1. Layered division for the social networks semantic interoperability. Social networks 
are connected to data repositories through a SIAC layer which is in turn divided into two other 
sublayers: one for the semantic access control, and another one for the ontologies that make 
possible semantic interoperability. 
3   Using Semantic Web standards to consolidate and interoperate 
User’s information is stored differently in each social site. As a user may be registered 
in several sites, she has to manage her information in each one of the sites, causing 
the data to be scattered, duplicated and disorganized. If there was a way to represent 
the information in a common language, different social networks would be able to 
interoperate. 
The data layer is composed of independent pieces of information which may be 
stored in different repositories and comply with diverse information structures. 
Independently of how this information is expressed, we should be able to represent it 
through ontologies and Semantic Web standards [5], which are the appropriate 
solution to achieve interoperability among social networks. An ontology is a “formal 
representation of a set of concepts within a domain and the relationships between 
those concepts”; therefore, we can use common sets of vocabulary to describe 
identity, relationships between individuals and social networking activities. 
In order to represent the personal information attributes stored by social networks, 
we propose the use of FOAF and SIOC, as well as other related ontologies. The 
 Using Semantic Web standards to c nsolid te a d int operate
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FOAF ontology is a result from the Friend Of A Friend Project, which is probably one 
of the most successful initiatives within the Semantic Web. FOAF models basic 
identity attributes and relationships between individuals, either persons or 
organizations, so it allows describing the identity and contacts of an entity in the 
context of social networks on the Internet through a set of RDF statements. On the 
other hand, the Semantically-Interlinked Online Communities initiative aims to 
enable the integration of social network information by means of an ontology, as well. 
The SIOC ontology complements the FOAF ontology, allowing the representation of 
social application concepts in RDF. 
In order to overcome the identity information dispersion issue, we have analysed 
the data models used in several social networks so as to match them with identity 
ontologies. For those attributes that couldn’t be directly matched to the FOAF 
specification, we searched for other popular ontologies that covered other particular 
sets of attributes, for example, those related to geolocation or résumé. 
There are basically two access mechanisms that popular social networks offer to 
retrieve personal data from outside their platforms: access to attributes through an 
API (generally through a REST interface, as in Facebook or Orkut), and access to an 
automatically generated FOAF profile (as in Proofile, LiveJournal, Vox, CrazyLife, 
Origo, e-Cademy and Hi5). In this case, the social network publishes an instance of 
the user’s FOAF profile, although they don’t always strictly stick to the FOAF 
ontology definitions, or they interpret FOAF classes and properties in a different way. 
The percentage of identity information that can be directly expressed by the FOAF 
ontology is 42% for Facebook’s API, F8, and 38% for Google’s one, OpenSocial. The 
rest of useful information can be represented by other identity ontologies like DOAC 
[6], Dublin Core [7] or vCard [8], among others.  
Should all social networks provide a semantic interface, they could be able to 
interoperate and retrieve information from any other network, without the need to 
store duplicated information. Then, for example, the user could fill in her career 
information in only one social network, and allow other sites to retrieve this 
information, according to the access control policies explained in section 4.  
Thus, our user-centric approach lets the users control where their information is 
stored, and who may access it. As a first step to achieve this, our FOAF Manager 
prototype acts as an aggregator of identity attributes and demonstrates that semantic 
technologies are suited to fulfil this purpose. 
3.1   The FOAF Manager prototype 
The FOAF Manager prototype retrieves the user’s identity attributes that are stored in 
different social networks, and consolidates the selected information in a single FOAF 
file. The user must specify which sites the application should retrieve data from, and 
if requested, authenticate at those sites.  
Once the various profiles are loaded in the FOAF Manager, the application shows 
the information in RDF syntax, and assists the user in the edition, management, 
signature and publication of the FOAF files. It also includes the functionality to 
merge different FOAF files into a single one automatically, which can be very useful 
when combining information relating to friends from different social networks. 
The FOAF Manager pr otype
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Thanks to the FOAF Manager application, a user is able to examine the identity 
information about her, scattered all over the social networks, and may detect out-of-
date attributes or even private information which shouldn’t be shared. This is the first 
stage of a more complete application that should allow the user to set privacy policies 
on her identity attributes.  
4   Using ontologies to enhance access control 
Social networks usually provide ad hoc and inflexible access control mechanisms. In 
general, a user profile is divided in blocks of information that can be completely 
public or private, and the granularity of these blocks is defined by the site, not by the 
user. Moreover, privacy requirements that are easily stated in natural language are 
highly complicated to articulate through access control policy languages. 
Furthermore, policies are distributed in every social site, so the user is forced to 
configure many different policies independently, adapting her desires to those rules 
permitted by the site, which may not always satisfy her expectations. 
Some previous studies [9] [10] [11] have attempted to improve access control 
mechanisms in social networks. However, these proposals neither consider the use of 
semantic technologies nor endorse a user-centric vision. 
The SIAC model makes data and access policies independent from applications. 
Should the identity information be represented in a semantic language at the semantic 
interoperability layer, particularly as a set of RDF resources, semantic policy 
languages could be used to control access to every resource described in the user’s 
profile (e.g., friends, jobs, contact data, etc.). Semantic access control languages 
already allow writing policies in which the action, the resource and the decision are 
described by semantic statements. Thus, the user could decide which resource (and up 
to which granularity level) would be controlled by a particular rule. For instance, a 
user may grant access to her personal phone number to all of her colleagues, only to 
her family members, etc. Alternatively, access policies could be expressed using the 
SPARQL semantic query language or the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL), as 
well.  
The SIAC user-centric access control layer would be used to rule the access to 
every user’s profile throughout all social networks. This single privacy policy would 
be easier to maintain and tune, and automatic tools could be developed in order to 
check rules consistency and recommend modifications. As a result, defining a single 
user-centric access policy would increase user’s privacy and information security. 
All social sites could be interconnected through the SIAC layer enforced by the 
user’s defined policy, which will specify the information accessible by each network. 
Whenever a user registers in a new site, she should specify where her policy is 
published, in order to allow the social network to access the information stored in 
other social networks. Ideally, this access policy could be stored in a unique 
repository, which could be any of the social networks the user is registered in, or any 
other user’s personal repository. Therefore, allowing social networks to gather 
information from other applications, according to user’s policies, would decrease 
information duplication and obsolescence.  
Using ontologies to enhance access control
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Since the information will remain distributed, the user will have to define two 
kinds of rules in her access control policy. On one hand, the current rules already used 
by social networks will still be in use, allowing a user to block access to some pieces 
of her profiles to other users. On the other hand, new rules will be necessary to 
manage the access among the different networks. Both other users and social 
networks will be understood as resources. 
5   Using PKI to increase trust  
Former sections introduce a solution for the problems of dispersion and access control 
to the information, but we still have to deal with guaranteeing the proof of origin and 
integrity of data, which is a transversal issue. Traditionally, these problems have been 
solved with the use of PKI technologies. Nevertheless, in the SIAC proposal we will 
not just use classic PKI, but we will adapt it to fit our semantic approach, as well, as 
there are many issues that can’t be solved from the traditional electronic signature 
perspective, but could be addressed with a new semantic signature concept. 
The first aspect to be noted is that traditional signature ensures the integrity of 
information, interpreted as data or bytes. However, with the use of semantic 
technologies bytes are no longer the unit of information: concepts are. From a 
semantic perspective one could sign concepts, even allowing for changes in their 
syntactic representation if those changes would not affect its meaning. Then, from a 
semantic perspective, “bytes integrity” gives way to “information integrity”, where 
information is more than just a bunch of bytes. 
In classical signature, authentication and no-repudiation issues are solved by using 
digital certificates, which guarantee signer’s identity, as her public key is invariably 
linked to a set of her personal data. Nevertheless, with the unstoppable advance of 
user centric systems, as well as the view that there are multiple identities that identify 
the same entity, and that an identity is a collection of flexible identity information 
attributes, the classic concept of digital certificates falls short to address these new 
trends. 
A semantic signature approach would also allow including interesting context 
information on the circumstances the signature was performed under, and would 
effectively contribute to view and understand the meaning of the information long 
time after it was created. 
Ideally, we would like to use a semantic signature like the one we described above, 
but this is not a trivial issue yet. In fact, there are some studies about RDF graphs 
semantic signatures [12] [13], but they still lack of a general consent. 
The approach given in this paper proposes an intermediate solution in which the 
signature will still be a classic PKI signature, using the XAdES standard [14], but will 
be stated in a semantic format. This intermediate solution, called eXtended WOT 
ontology (XWOT), is based on the Web Of Trust ontology, which was originally 
intended to sign and encrypt RDF information with PGP and GPG keys. Our extended 
version of the ontology supports PKI concepts and XML signatures. For this purpose, 
we added two new classes: XMLEndorsement, which contains a detached XML 
Using PKI to increase trust
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signature, and Certificate, that represents the X.509 certificate which was used to 
sign. 
We have also defined three new properties: signedBy, which bonds the signature 
(or XMLEndorsement) with the Certificate involved; hasCertificate, which associates 
a Certificate to a User, and containsKey, which associates a public key to a particular 
certificate.  
Thus, although we still don’t pre-process RDF documents with canonicalization 
algorithms, we can somehow ensure information’s integrity and origin’s identity. 
This XWOT signature could be used to sign user’s attributes in social networks. 
Besides a user being able to sign a piece of her own data, a more interesting example 
consists of a third party signing some user’s attribute, thus assuring the 
trustworthiness of that particular information. Then, educational institutions would 
issue signed RDF blocks stating that the user had finished a course, an administration 
would state the user’s address, or an enterprise would recommend a former employee. 
These signed pieces of RDF would increase the trust in the distributed data stored by 
the different social networks. 
In the particular case of relationships, current social networks expect both entities 
to accept that this relationship exists; with the use of signatures this would not change, 
because both parties would have to sign that a relationship exists, but this process 
would be performed only once and would be verifiable by all the social networks 
without the need to confirm it again whenever the user creates an account in another 
site. 
6   Conclusions 
The Semantic Interoperability and Access Control proposal implements a user-centric 
model, where social applications are independent from identity data as well as from 
privacy policies.  
By means of Semantic Web standards (like RDF, OWL, SPARQL and SRWL) and 
the definition of ontologies, identity information can be represented in a machine-
processable common syntax. This is the first step to make the most of the information 
that users have already stored in social networks, in order to share it and avoid 
multiplying the sites where the same attribute must be uploaded and maintained. The 
FOAF Manager prototype already collects identity attributes from various sources, 
and translates them to FOAF and other identity ontologies in a single global view.  
On top of this semantic interoperability layer, every user should be able to define a 
single access control policy that all social networks should observe. Our proposal lets 
the user control the access to her information by the use of semantic rule languages 
(SPARQL or SWRL), being able to decide the level of granularity of each access 
control rule and benefiting from the expressiveness and power of semantic relations. 
The access control layer could be used to specify which users have access to which 
information, as well as which social networks have access to that information, 
because from the user’s global point of view both are stated as RDF resources. 
Additionally, specific tools could be developed in order to check policy consistency 
and coherence. 
Conclusions
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Finally, in order to implement the transversal concept of trust to the SIAC model, 
we propose to combine PKI technologies and the WOT ontology, defining a new 
ontology called XWOT. Using this ontology, information’s origin and integrity could 
be asserted and verified, and trusted third parties could issue pieces of reliable identity 
information that a user might include in her personal profile. 
Thanks to the SIAC model, social applications could share, trust and reuse identity 
information, and it would be easier for users to control it. 
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Abstract. Context-aware applications are becoming very popular as they are a 
mean of enriching users’ experiences in multimedia scenarios. Nevertheless, the 
acquisition, representation, and protection of contextual information are still 
open issues that need to be addressed. These are significant topics of interest 
mainly due to today’s growing concern on user privacy, and are particularly 
relevant in the context of Social Networks. In this paper we briefly present our 
work developed within the Visnet-II Network of Excellence (NoE) on context 
acquisition and protection for context-based content adaptation. We identify the 
sensitive contextual information used within Social Network application 
scenario, and then specify a suitable privacy model. Finally, we describe how 
this model could be implemented through the use of the MPEG-21 Rights 
Expression Language (REL) standard.  
Keywords:  Privacy, Social Networks, Digital Rights Management, MPEG-21 
DIA, MPEG-21 REL, context-aware content adaptation 
1   Introduction   
In the context of Universal Multimedia Access (UMA) [1], context-aware content 
adaptation is essential in order to allow users to access any type of content, anywhere, 
and anytime [2]. In particular, the use of contextual information is essential to achieve 
efficient and useful adaptations that enrich the user experience. Nevertheless, there is 
a growing concern on the illegitimate use of contextual information.  
This concern is particularly significant within collaborative environments such as 
Social Networks, where users are willing to share a variety of information, such as 
personal attributes and environmental conditions, with their ―friends‖. In reality many 
other entities, such as data aggregators and third-party advertisers, can also have 
access to this information. Many voices claim [3], [4] that current platforms (i.e. 
Facebook) tend to violate their Terms of Service.    
The paper is structured as follows: first, it briefly describes the Digital Rights 
Management (DRM)-enabled and context-aware content adaptation platform 
developed within the Visnet-II NoE project [5], focusing on the acquisition of the 
different types of contextual information and their representation based on MPEG-21 
Digital Item Adaptation (DIA) standard [6]. Afterwards, it identifies the sensitive 
Introduction
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information that should be protected, while also analyzing a possible privacy model 
for Social Networks application scenario. And finally, it specifies suitable MPEG-21 
REL [7] compliance protection techniques that could be applied in order to implement 
this model. 
2   State of the Art  
Although the concept of social networking appeared forty years ago, it is only 
recently that Social Networks have become massively popular. Due to this new 
multimedia phenomenon, big amount of (personal) data is being shared through the 
internet, and subsequently users’ concern about privacy has risen. Even if privacy 
protection measures exist for the most popular internet applications (such as web 
browsing), Social Networks present new requirements mainly due to the fact that in 
this application scenario most of the information is voluntarily provided by the users.   
New protection techniques, including a more fined-grained control over the access to 
contextual information, are required. The duality between privacy protection and 
DRM (already outlined in the literature [8], [9] are even more evident in this 
application scenario, as DRM provides a mean to govern the usage of digital contents.  
Even if the information provided by the users is especially sensitive, many other 
types of contextual information exist. Information about the network, the terminal, or 
the usage environment may be also gathered (and illegitimately used) without the 
consent of the users. This is particularly relevant in context-aware applications, and 
more precisely in context-aware content adaptation, where various types of contextual 
information are used in order to enrich the user’s experience. While most the work 
done so far in privacy protection for Social Networks only focuses on the information 
provided by users, there is a clear need to integrate these two lines of research.        
3   Visnet-II NoE Context-Aware Content Adaptation Platform   
3.1   Architecture 
The Visnet-II NoE context-aware and DRM-enabled architecture is shown in Fig.1 
and detailed in [10]. The most notable advantage of this distributed and modular 
architecture is that it ensures scalability.  
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Figure 1. Functional architecture of the proposed platform for context-aware and DRM-
enabled multimedia content adaptation. 
 
Based on contextual information received from various Context Providers (CxPs), 
the Adaptation Decision Engine (ADE) determines the optimum adaptation options 
that can maximize the user satisfaction across the network. The Adaptation 
Authorizer (AA) [11] ensures the governed use of protected content through DRM 
and is based on MPEG-21 DIA and MPEG-21 REL standards. Finally, the Adaptation 
Engine Stack (AES) enables the execution of a variety of adaptations that can be 
dynamically configured and requested on the fly. 
The next subsection elaborates the types of context profiles made available to the 
ADE. 
3.2   MPEG-21 DIA Based Context Profiles 
The use of standards is instrumental to enable interoperability among systems and 
applications, and across services. In our previous work [10], we had already analyzed 
the existing initiatives offering standardized representations of context. We concluded 
that MPEG-21 DIA specification presents the most complete set of contextual 
information, and subsequently, it is the standardized format used in this work. It 
specifies appropriate XML schemas to represent the low-level contextual information. 
In particular, the MPEG-21 DIA Usage Environment Description (UED) tool 
provides four main types of descriptors: User, Terminal, Network, and Natural 
Environment. Based on this division, four context profiles have been created, as 
illustrated in Fig. 2. With these profiles, each CxP needs only to know and implement 
its own sphere of action resulting in a level of interoperability enhancement. 
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Figure 2. MPEG-21 DIA based context profiles 
3.3   Context Acquisition 
We believe ―acquisition‖ is a more generic term that includes not only the extraction, 
but also the gathering, representation and storage of contextual data, and the provision 
of access mechanisms to retrieve it. In our approach, CxPs act mainly as the context 
sources that take the initiative of generating new contextual information. From this 
perspective, it is not the recipient of the context (i.e., the ADE) that asks for or 
extracts new context on demand. Thus, we consider a ―push model‖ rather than a 
―pull model‖ for acquiring the available context during operation. Subsequently, the 
acquisition of this information is presented as a flexible process that mainly depends 
on the capabilities of the infrastructure supplied by network providers, terminal 
providers and so on and so forth. 
Thus, the main methodology that needs to be addressed in our platform is the 
gathering of stored context. Our preferred approach relies on the usage of XML [12] 
for context data serialization and interchange. We believe that it is the most 
convenient way, as it facilitates the integration with different types of applications, 
and supports the extensibility and generalization of the middleware for handling 
different types of context information. In our scenario, indeed, not only does user 
context need to be stored (e.g., personal data, preferences, etc), but information about 
the capabilities of the terminal and the network (e.g., terminal display size, network 
maximum bandwidth, etc) is also gathered, and thus stored. The usage of XML as an 
interchange format is independent from the storage mechanism. Context data in XML 
format can be distilled through different layers (Web Services, APIs, etc.) on top of 
the storage mechanism. Effective storage can be achieved through the usage of native 
XML databases such as eXist [13] and accessed through XML Query Language 
(XQuery)/XML Path Language (XPath) [14]. However, in practice, relational or 
object-relational databases [15] are widely used to store, search and retrieve 
contextual information: for example, in [16] context information about geography, 
people, and equipment is stored in a relational database. Moreover, in [17], historical 
Context Acqu sition
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information about location is stored in a database that can be accessed using 
Structured Query Language (SQL). The most part of current commercial databases 
offers also XML support and XQuery-like interfaces in addition to SQL, so the 
decision about the underlying technology keeps transparent and depends only in 
performance/cost aspects.    
4   Context Protection and Privacy Issues in Social Networks   
This line of research is considered to be very important when developing context-
aware systems, which may need to exchange sensitive personal information among 
different subsystems. Furthermore, in social networks, where people share all types of 
data, access to information resources should be allowed according to the defined 
policies and rules. Contextual information requires similar treatment in terms of 
protection and privacy issues, just like any type of information. 
In our application scenario, the user is expected to be responsible for defining 
his/her own privacy preferences, and thus, our main objective in this section is to 
identify, first, the context descriptors that may need to be protected, and second, the 
parameters that may be required for defining the privacy model. 
4.1   Identification of Sensitive Contextual Information 
The first step to be taken when defining a privacy model is the identification of the 
information that needs to be protected. Of course, the protection of certain context 
will also depend on who the recipient is or its intended usage, but this will be 
analyzed in the next subsection. Here, we will only identify a subset of sensitive 
contextual information among the full set of contextual descriptors involved in our 
context-aware and DRM-enabled content adaptation platform. 
Moreover, the sensitivity of any type of information is a very subjective qualifier. 
Indeed, a person may think that data about the network conditions is very sensitive 
information because network providers may exploit it to bother him/her regularly with 
new offers while other users do not mind to be localized by anyone, as they may think 
it is the best way to get advantage of today’s context-aware applications. Thus, there 
is not a single classification, which is right. In Table 1, we distinguish between non-
sensitive, low-sensitive, and high-sensitive contextual information.   
4  Context Protection and Privacy Issues in Social  
Networks
	 Ident fication	of	Sensitive	Contextual	Information
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Table 1.  Classification of context descriptors based on their sensitivities 
Context descriptor Context 
profile 
Non-sensitive Low sensitivity High sensitivity 
User info User   X 
Impairments User   X 
Preferences User   X 
Terminal capabilities Terminal  X  
Terminal 
characteristics Terminal 
 X  
Network capabilities Network  X  
Network conditions Network  X  
Location Natural environment 
  X 
Time Natural environment 
  X 
Environment 
conditions 
Natural 
environment 
 X  
4.2   First Approach to a Privacy Model 
Once the identification of the sensitive information has been done, we need to identify 
the different roles of the users involved in our application scenario in order to specify 
the rules that will model the privacy protection system. 
We focus particularly on the application of Social Networks in a business/office 
context, in which a number of office workers and/or clients of an organization act as 
the different agents involved in a collaborative network. As an example, we may 
identify the following user roles: 
 
 Team manager 
 Team leader  
 Deputy team leader 
 Team member 
 Customer 
 Interviewer 
 Interviewee 
 
For each of these roles, a different privacy rule should be defined. Furthermore, in 
a more generic identification of roles in a Social Network, we should also include the 
Adaptation Authorizer (AA) and the Adaptation Decision Engine (ADE) as the main 
agents that require access to the contextual information from the users. For example, 
the Location of an Interviewee may be required by the AA when accessing some 
content, but this information should be public neither to the rest of participants of the 
Network nor to the ADE.  
Indeed, when protecting any type of information, the main issue that needs to be 
addressed is ―who can obtain what and when‖. We already identified the sensitive 
information (―what‖), and the different agents involved in the scenario (―who‖). The 
First A proach to a Privacy Model
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―when‖ is a more abstract concept that usually needs some previous parameterization. 
Apart from the time, it may include for example, the location, the activity, and the 
nearby people of the recipients. We will refer to it as a ―situation‖. A more generic, 
yet still popular parameterization, is to distinguish between the purpose, the 
conditions and the obligations of the recipients.  
Another important issue to be considered is the granularity of the parameters used 
to express the privacy rules. Following with the Interviewee example, he/she may be 
happy to reveal that he/she is in Barcelona, but not on which street; or he/she may be 
happy to disclose the street to the Team leader, but not to the rest of the Team 
members. 
Table 2 summarizes the initial parameterization of our proposed privacy system, 
suitable for specifying the privacy rules later. Based on these parameters, many 
different protection rules could be defined, depending on the ethics or the relevance of 
the company/institution using the Social Network and the individual concern of each 
of the members. 
Table 2.  Parameterization of our Privacy Model 
User role Context 
descriptor 
Recipients Situation Precision 
Team manager 
Team leader 
Deputy team leader 
Team member 
Customer 
Interviewer 
Interviewee 
 
User info 
Impairments 
Preferences 
Terminal 
capabilities 
Terminal 
characteristics 
Environment 
conditions 
 
Team manager 
Team leader 
Deputy team 
leader 
Team member 
Customer 
Interviewer 
Interviewee 
ADE 
Governance 
Server (AA) 
Location 
Usage 
Time 
Nearby people 
Undisclosed 
Vague 
Approximate 
Precise 
5   Specifications for Implementing a Privacy Model based on 
MPEG-21 REL   
A number of researchers have observed a duality between privacy protection and 
copyright protection [18], and in particular, observed how DRM technology may be 
used as the basis of a privacy protection system [8], [9]. Considering that our DRM 
system is based on MPEG-21 Rights Expression Language (REL), we are particularly 
interested in the possibility of using the same standard for implementing the privacy 
model. 
MPEG-21 REL is defined as a collection of three XML schemata, called the core 
schema (denoted by the XML namespace prefix ―r‖), the standard extension schema 
(prefix ―sx‖), and the multimedia extension schema (prefix ―mx‖). These schemata 
define the fundamental elements of the language, some widely-useful conditions, and 
elements useful in copyright protection applications, respectively. We present here a 
	 	 ifi ti s	 	I l 	a	Privacy	Model	
based on MPEG-21 REL
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suitable privacy extension schema that could be used for implementing our privacy 
model. The elements of the privacy extension will be denoted by the namespace 
prefix ―px‖. 
First of all, we need to identify the elements already contained in the MPEG-21 
REL license that could be easily mapped to the parameters defined in our privacy 
model. For example, the user who wishes to protect his/her contextual information 
can be easily identified as the MPEG-21 REL Issuer (responsible for specifying the 
privacy policies) while the recipient of the contextual information corresponds to the 
MPEG-21 REL Principal (responsible for exercising the right over some content). 
Finally, the MPEG-21 REL Resource could be used to express a single or even a set 
of sensitive contextual descriptors that need to be protected. 
The most difficult part is to identify how to express the ―Situation‖ and the 
―Precision‖ parameters. As can be seen in Table 2, ―Situation‖ combines contextual 
descriptors already contained in MPEG-21 DIA UED, such as Location or Time, 
along with other elements, such as ―Usage‖ or ―Nearby people‖. We already know, 
from our previous work in the adaptation authorization [11], that we can include 
MPEG-21 DIA descriptors inside the MPEG-21 REL condition field, and thus it 
would have sense to include ―Location‖ and ―Time‖ as MPEG-21 DIA constraints in 
the Allconditions field of MPEG-21 licenses. Something similar could be applied to 
the ―Nearby people‖ descriptor, as we have already proposed in [19] to extend the 
MPEG-21 DIA UEDs with this type of contextual information, owing to its relevance 
to Virtual Collaboration applications (and by extension to Social Networks). 
Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, a suitable descriptor does not exist in 
MPEG-21 to map ―Usage‖. Our proposal is to include a ―px:usage‖ element in the 
conditions field. Finally, the ―Precision‖ is expressed implicitly, and hence does not 
need a special element in MPEG-21 licenses. The issuer of the license is responsible 
for introducing a more or less detailed description of the context (in the resource 
field) associated to every principal. 
It is also relevant to note that MPEG-21 REL defines an element named 
―r:propertyProcessor‖ that allows to express groups of principals (users) through 
roles.  
An example of our proposed license based on MPEG-21 REL to govern the use of 
contextual information is shown in Table 3. It allows the ―Team Manager‖ to know 
the ―location‖ of the ―Team members‖ in order to fix a meeting in the following days. 
Table 3.  Example of a license based on MPEG-21 REL to govern the use of context 
<r:license xmlns:xsi=http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance 
 xsi:schemaLocation="urn:mpeg:mpeg21:2003:01-DIA-NS DIA-2nd.xsd 
 urn:mpeg:mpeg21:2003:01-REL-R-NS rel-r.xsd  
 urn:mpeg:mpeg21:2003:01-REL-SX-NS rel-sx.xsd 
 urn:mpeg:mpeg21:2003:01-REL-MX-NS rel-mx.xsd  
 urn:visnet:privacy drm-privacy-px.xsd"   
 xmlns:dsig="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#"   
 xmlns:dia="urn:mpeg:mpeg21:2003:01-DIA-NS" 
 xmlns:mx="urn:mpeg:mpeg21:2003:01-REL-MX-NS"   
 xmlns:r="urn:mpeg:mpeg21:2003:01-REL-R-NS"   
 xmlns:sx="urn:mpeg:mpeg21:2003:01-REL-SX-NS"   
 xmlns:mpeg7="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:schema:2001" 
 xmlns:px="urn:visnet:privacy"  
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 xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="licenses.xsd"> 
  <r:grantGroup> 
    <r:grant> 
      <r:propertyPossessor>Team Manager</r:propertyPossessor>  
      <!-- Principal--> 
      <mx:view/>   <!-- Right --> 
      <mx:diReference> 
        <mx:identifier>context-location</mx:identifier> 
        <!--Resource--> 
      </mx:diReference> 
      <r:allConditions> 
        <px:Usage>meeting</px:Usage> 
      </r:allConditions> 
    </r:grant> 
  </r:grantGroup> 
  <r:issuer> 
    <r:propertyPossessor>Team members</r:propertyPossessor> 
  </r:issuer> 
</r:license> 
 
Furthermore, also to the best of our knowledge, there is no real implementation of 
a privacy protection system based on MPEG-21 REL. We have specified the 
necessary guidelines for a possible implementation of our privacy model aligned with 
the rest of our work during the integration of DRM and adaptation. 
5   Conclusions 
This paper presents the work done on privacy protection within the Visnet-II NoE 
project. The use of standards, such as MPEG-21 DIA for representing the contextual 
information and MPEG-21 REL for governing it usage, guarantees the 
interoperability and extensibility of our proposal. Furthermore, the parameterisation 
of a privacy model for Social Networks is presented, and detailed for a Virtual Office 
application scenario. Finally, DRM-based protection techniques that could be applied 
in order to implement this model are specified. 
As far as we know, this is the first work trying to jointly address privacy protection 
for both, context-aware content adaptation and Social Networks.  
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Abstract. Information shared in online social networks is subject to privacy 
policies specified in each network. These privacy terms protect users to some 
extent and grant them some basic rights on the information they share. In the 
near future, and according to the Web 2.0 philosophy, social networks members 
will be able to choose their privacy preferences more richly, and perhaps with 
techniques derived from existing Digital Rights Management (DRM) 
principles. Moreover, the protection and governance DRM provides may 
improve the enforcement of the current policies, which currently are 
imperfectly executed. 
Keywords: Privacy, social networks, information sharing.  
1   Introduction 
It is not new the observation that protocol rules in human relationships become more 
complex in densely populated societies –take the Japanese one as an example– where 
close human contact is more frequent and not easily avoidable. This has been said to 
be a mechanism to preserve an intimacy circle behind the formalism. The Internet 
Age and its ultimate hit, the Web 2.0, have brought closer than ever human 
interaction, and have set up an expression means –the internet social networks– where 
one´s information is potentially available for all in a planetary scale. While still its 
formality may be rude because it is still in its infancy, it looks reasonable to think that 
more refined interaction procedures will appear before sharing or accessing user 
generated information.  
Currently, members of internet social networks can decide to some extent which 
part of the information they publish is available to others –and to whom–, but they 
implicitly accept that the social network provider could make some use of it – perhaps 
to allow marketers to send personalized advertising. Social network members are not 
always aware of the potential extension of the information they share but 
consciousness of its dangers will probably root in internet users in a near future. The 
expression of the scope and the audience definition of the shared information will 
probably be refined and converge among the different social networks.  
As a first step, social networks provide a privacy policy page always in their sites –
and almost always accessible from a link in the bottom line of the welcome webpage-, 
Introduction
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but this narrative expression should evolve –just as CreativeCommons symbols 
replaced verbose texts in copyright statements in web resources. With the time, users 
will perhaps express their privacy preferences in a standardized way too, across the 
different social networks.  
Today, the privacy page in the social network web sites looks like the transposition 
of a narrative contract clause from a text paper to a webpage, but this arrangement 
sounds artificial. As new technology changes both the content and the expression 
forms, an electronic counterpart of the privacy statement is likely to appear. This 
paper shapes some hints on which direction may these changes point, which we 
believe have relationship with the way information is managed in already existing 
Digital Rights Management systems. 
All the information the user gives, including the one the user provides consciously 
and the one that is picked up by the servers (time and location of connection, 
browsing habits, etc.) is liable to be protected. The latter is sometimes referred as “use 
data”, and has great economic value, but this paper will focus on the information the 
user shares intentionally. 
2 Current privacy policies in social networks 
Most of social networks have acknowledged the importance of the privacy policies 
they follow. This concern initially came from the fear of the site owners of suffering 
legal prosecution, but later on they acquired the consciousness that an unpopular 
policy might erode their public image. This is the case of Facebook, when it intended 
to change the terms of service to retain in perpetuity the rights on published images 
and other data: soon after Facebook had to retract due to the noisy controversy that 
was arisen1. This concern of the site owners has materialized in the neat clarification 
of the privacy policies, which has to be read and acknowledged by the network 
members –at least in theory- when registering for the first time. The way these terms 
are presented has also changed, passing from an initial small-font semi-hidden 
privacy disclaimer to well visible and explained policy terms. 
To assess an outlook of the social network current privacy policies, some networks 
have been chosen and their terms analyzed. Table 1 shows the most relevant social 
networks of general purpose, according to the web traffic ranking provided by Alexa2: 
                                                          
1 “Facebook Withdraws Changes in Data Use”, The New York Times online, 19 February 
2009 
2 This information fluctuates daily. Data was considered as of 2nd of June 2009 available from 
http://www.alexa.com/topsites 
Current privacy policie  in social networks
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Table 1. Top general social networks 
Network Ranking in Alexa 
Facebook 4 
MySpace 11 
Hi5 33 
Twitter 36 
Orkut 41 
Other topic-oriented social networks take relevant positions in this ranking, like 
LinkedIn focused on professional profiles (96th in the ranking) Flickr for the 
photographs exchange (30th in the ranking) or movies recommendations sites, but 
they essentially share the features with generic-oriented networks.  
The privacy issues derived from the four wikinomics principles identified in the 
next section of the paper are addressed most satisfactorily, at least in theory.  
Open protocols are not actually followed, although some of the sites allow the user 
to export their profile data as RDF data (using FOAF, with the well known Friend-Of-
A-Friend elements). Furthermore, audit trails, monitoring and enforcement are 
granted by the seal of the TRUSTe group in two of the five analyzed networks 
(Facebook and MySpace). TRUSTe certifies the compliance of the sites with the EU 
Directive on Data Protection3 (the Directive prohibits the transfer of European 
citizens’ personal data to companies in doubtful non-European Union nations). The 
TRUSTe seal grants that a site satisfies the seven “Safe Harbor Privacy Principles”, 
the framework agreed by US and EU to qualify companies to share information across 
US and EU. Table 2 shows how these principles are satisfied by social networks. This 
quality distinction has been accused, however, of being useless given that once 
conceded it is not promptly removed upon changes in the company policies. 
Table 2. Safe Harbor Privacy Principles in social networks 
Principle Meaning Satisfaction 
Notice  Do social networks inform the users that their data is 
going to be collected and used? 
Yes 
Choice Do social networks offer to opt out the collection and 
forward transfer of the data to third parties? 
Yes (at least in 
theory) 
Onward 
Transfer 
Do social networks grant that data transferred to third 
parties will only happen if these also follow adequate 
data protection principles? 
Uncertain. 
Security Do social networks make efforts to prevent loss of 
collected information? 
Yes, but these 
efforts are unclear. 
Data 
Integrity 
Is data used for the purpose it was collected for in the 
social networks? 
Data is used for 
other purposes too. 
Access Can users access and delete the information social 
networks have on them? 
Mostly. 
Enforcement Do social networks provide effective means to enforce 
the previous principles? 
No. 
Current social networks allow users to specify quite richly who is able to access 
their personal data –and which data. This specification can be given in terms of 
                                                          
3 Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 “On 
the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free 
movement of such data” 
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all/nobody but also with more nuances: some information may be visible to other 
members, or to the some of the other members (those who belong to groups, to the 
group of friends, to the group of “friends of my friends”, etc.). The implementation of 
this privacy policy seems to be in general in the good course. 
Worldwide privacy policies standardization is still missing, but this would help the 
work of the social network owners in order to improve privacy. In any case, whenever 
something similar to a standard has been made available (Safe Harbor Privacy 
Principles, or the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act), they seem to have 
adopted it diligently. Going beyond, social network providers have agreed on self-
regulating themselves, as it can be seen in the declaration approved a few months ago 
by some of the social network providers in Europe4. This good situation in theory is 
less perfect in practice, so there is still the need for new standardization initiatives 
easier to implement.  
For example, technical protection measures are given by the site owners as a grace, 
and none of them takes responsibility to grant their perfect functioning. Thus, each of 
these networks is liable to suffer virus attacks and data theft and no responsibility is 
taken –at least according to the policy terms they publish, given that judges may say 
different. 
Secondly, the execution of some user rights is not immediate and requires a human 
intervention which might delay fatally its effectiveness. Currently, millions of 
photographs are being uploaded daily, and in most of them some other people appear 
different from the person that is making the upload and of course has not been given 
any consent. 
Thirdly, the terms of privacy also unanimously reflect the exceptions provided by 
governmental interventions5. As long as it is not forbidden, information dumped on 
social networks may appear encrypted or hidden with steganography techniques. 
Naturally, this goes against the interest of marketers and site owners are not willing to 
provide help to the users in this respect. 
Some of these privacy flaws might have been avoided with mere technological 
measures. Information management strategies derived from those already existing in 
DRM (Digital Rights Management) systems may fix them. Thus, automatic complaint 
management and preventive deletion as default policy may have worked for some 
cases or data encryption might prevent state intromission in the citizens’ private life. 
3 Privacy in the Web 2.0 
As already pointed out, the success of online networking sites during the last years 
has resulted in a considerable increase of the amount of data that users of these sites 
share and social networking applications manage. In this context, a key issue is to 
assure privacy to personal information, i.e. personal data and contents, on online 
                                                          
4 http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/activities/social_networking/docs/sn_principles.pdf 
5 With or without judge authorisation: claiming to protect America in the cyberspace, President 
Obama announced the creation of a military agency (the “Cyber Command”) to patrol the 
Internet in the war against terror (CNN online, “Obama creates top job for guarding online 
security”, May 29, 2009). 
rivacy in the Web 2.0
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social networking sites. During the FDIS/IFIP workshop session on “Privacy and 
identity in social networks and online communities” [1], it was discussed if traditional 
privacy approaches were suitable to assure privacy for personal data in social 
networking sites. Traditional privacy approaches focus on protection and disguise 
user’s identity information. It was agreed that a new approach is needed for privacy in 
the Web 2.0, giving more control to users. 
Different models and principles have been elaborated to define Web 2.0 dynamics, 
for example the Web 2.0 Meme Map [2] or the Wikinomics [3]. The principles of the 
later one are: Openness, Peering, Sharing and Acting Globally (see Table 3). 
Table 3. Wikinomics principles 
Principle Description 
Openness In online social networking sites, personal data is 
exchanged and processed openly in applications 
based on open standards 
Peering Users determine the success or failure of the online 
social networking site, since these sites are self-
organised by a group of individuals. 
Sharing Users of online social networking sites will share 
data with others. 
Acting globally Individuals act globally in the new global platform 
for collaboration that provides the Web 2.0 
For each one of these principles a set of privacy research questions raised during the 
workshop, and the set of technologies and methods that can help to solve privacy 
issues were identified. Table 4 summarizes the principle, privacy issues related with 
the principle and technology or method under consideration. 
Table 4. Privacy issues in online social networks 
Principle Privacy issues Technologies 
Openess Privacy measures needs to assure 
authorised usage and accountability for the 
data 
Audit trails 
Monitoring 
Enforcement 
Peering Individuals should be provided with 
solutions to determine the usage of their 
personal data 
DRM techniques 
Policies 
Sharing Individuals should be able to determine 
who use/access to their data and under 
which conditions. Privacy safeguarding 
measures will associate usage rights to 
personal data.  
Semantic web technologies 
Techniques from DRM 
solutions 
Watermarking 
Acting 
globally 
It is required future technology and 
privacy standards to work on a common 
ground. 
Sticky policies 
Future privacy 
standardization initiatives 
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Although we are focussing on all these four principles in our research around online 
social networks, the rest of this paper presents a first insight into the Sharing principle 
and how DRM solutions may help to improve privacy. With this purpose, section 4 
introduces the relevant DRM aspects, while section 5 points out some possible 
solutions. 
4 DRM Systems 
Current Digital Rights Management systems can manage digital assets in a controlled 
way, and according to the terms imposed by the content creators [5]. Web-based 
social networks do certainly manage content –user generated content– but do not 
attain all the goals achieved by DRM systems. 
DRM systems enable the creation, adaptation, distribution and consumption of 
multimedia content according to the permissions and constrains imposed by content 
creators and rights issuers –much as it should be in information released on social 
networks. There are different initiatives, standard and proprietary, that specify a DRM 
system or the elements that usually form these systems. The elements that participate 
in a DRM system, compared to their counterparts in social network sites, are: 
 Digital objects. The digital objects creation process involves the 
combination of the protected digital assets with associated metadata to create 
digital objects that include the usage rules, information regarding the 
protection tools and other data as the creator of the asset, etc. User generated 
content in social networks does not differ from intellectual property 
protected content exchanged in DRM platforms, but tools to create content 
and to include usage rules are normally not provided. 
 Rights expressions. Rights expressions govern digital assets through the 
complete digital value chain in DRM systems. They are presented to the 
different actors of the value chain as XML files, usually called licenses, 
which are expressed according to a specific and rich Rights Expression 
Language (REL). Licenses also can hold protection information, such as the 
keys needed to decipher the digital content. Licenses are usually digitally 
signed to ensure the integrity and authenticity of their content, and sensitive 
data within them is usually encrypted. In social networks, users can, in the 
best case, specify which is the intended audience (none, all, friends, friends 
of a friend, etc.), but cannot normally express their restrictions with 
conditions as it is possible with a REL. 
 Rights enforcement. DRM systems have to guarantee that license terms 
governing digital assets are respected by the users of the digital value chain. 
For this reason, authorization tools are an important element of a DRM 
system. These license based authorization tools verify if a user has a license 
that grants him the right to perform the operation he is trying to exercise and 
if he fulfils the conditions specified within the license. In social networks, 
everything relies in the confidence the user has on the social network 
DRM Systems
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provider. His overall satisfaction of the enforcement is only vaguely granted 
by external audits. 
 Intellectual Property Protection Tools. Different protection techniques are 
used by DRM systems. Usually, digital assets are protected using encryption 
and scrambling techniques, while other techniques as watermarking or 
fingerprinting are used for tracking or verification purposes. Usually, the 
information about the tools used to protect digital resources is associated to 
them in the digital objects creation process. Social networks do not provide 
protection tools, since in most cases they assume they are not needed. 
 Notification of Events. Some participants of the distribution chain, as 
content creators or distributors, could want to monitor usage of their 
copyrighted material. Therefore, some mechanisms will be necessary to 
allow systems to share information about events referred to multimedia 
content and peers that interact with the content. Social networks provide only 
residual information on events: it is not always possible to track who has 
seen a picture, but at least in some of them it is possible to know how many 
people have seen it. 
 DRM players: They consume digital objects according to the terms and 
conditions specified in the associated licenses. Then, DRM players make use 
of license based authorisation tools that resolve if users are authorized to 
consume digital assets. If the user is authorized, then the content is 
deciphered and rendered. Typically, DRM players have a secure local 
repository for the storage of licenses, protection information, offline 
operations reports and other critical data. Nearly the only way of rendering 
user generated content in social networks is browsing the social network site. 
However, richer possibilities are open given that the APIs that these sites 
provide may eventually allow the construction of content players 
independent of the social network website. If enforcement techniques are to 
be applied, this could be integrated in a new site embedded player or in some 
software created through the available APIs. 
5 DRM and personal data property rights 
Online social networks have built their business models on the personal data that 
users freely share with others. This implies an increasing privacy risk on online social 
networking applications managing user’s personal data. New privacy challenges and 
risks in the Web 2.0 have been studied in [1].  
From the different privacy research questions in the context of online social 
networks addresses in [1], in this paper we are focussing on the Sharing principle and 
we take the personal data property rights privacy approach. For this purpose, we have 
analysed how to manage user’s personal data in the Web 2.0 using current DRM 
techniques. Similar works have been carried out and implemented, like in [6], where a 
privacy schema extended the MPEG-21 REL vocabulary and resources are protected 
by IPMP tools within a security framework. 
 and personal data property rights
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Sharing in online social networks means that users want to share data with other 
users. Currently, service providers make available collaborative tools to users for 
sharing data. However, in some cases, users cannot state the terms under which they 
want to share their data, for example only with a particular group of users and under 
certain conditions. In this scenario, privacy safeguarding measures need to associate 
usage rights to user’s personal data to determine the conditions of use of this sensitive 
content. Current DRM technologies can help in providing this functionality, since 
licenses expressed according to a REL can be used to determine the terms and 
conditions under which user’s data can be used by others. A license conveys to an 
entity the sanction to exercise a right against a resource, if the set of conditions 
previously specified within the license are fulfilled. In an online social network, users 
can use licenses to control the usage of their personal data and contents. Then, if Bob, 
a user of the social network, wants to share his contents only with some of his friends, 
he will be the issuer of the license. The principal to which rights are granted will be 
the friends that Bob has determined, the right of the license will be the view right, the 
resource for example the photos of Bob’s last album. In [9], we present a first 
approach on how to implement a privacy model for social networks based on MPEG-
21 licenses. 
On the other hand, sensitive personal data also needs to be protected, e.g. 
encrypted or access-controlled, to ensure that license terms are enforced. Another 
important component of DRM systems are the license based authorization tools, 
which prove if a user has the appropriate permissions to perform the operation they 
are requesting, i.e. an action against a digital resource. In an online social network, 
authorization tools will solve if the users of the network can view, edit, etc. personal 
data of other users of the social network. 
Finally, event reporting techniques can help on the generation of personal data 
usage reports. Notification of events is an important part of a DRM system, since 
systems using event reporting mechanisms allow to content creators and distributors 
of multimedia content to be informed of the usage of the multimedia objects they 
have provided. By means of the chain of licenses defining the contractual 
relationships between the actors of the value chain, they could be informed of the use 
of the content that they have created, adapted, distributed, etc. Afterwards, users 
illegally distributing content could be prosecuted by means of these activity records. 
MPEG-21 Event Reporting [4] standard provides a standardised means for sharing 
information about events amongst peers and users. Such events are related to 
multimedia content and peers that interact with them. In an online social network, 
event reporting tools can help users to monitor the usage of their personal data. In this 
way, they can determine if any other user of the network is using or distributing 
private data illegally. 
4 Conclusions 
This paper has presented a number of relevant issues about the sharing of 
information in social networks and its privacy. 
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We have analyzed the privacy policies of current platforms (such as Facebook or 
MySpace) to finally conclude that the use of Digital Rights Management (DRM) is 
suitable for protecting personal data in this scenario.  
In the new Web 2.0 environment, we have used the four principles defined by the 
Wikinomics to identify specific privacy issues and the corresponding required 
technologies. In particular, after describing all the elements involved in a DRM 
system, the paper presents how licenses and Event Reporting could be used to 
improve privacy when sharing information in social networks. 
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Abstract. The approach of the whole internal Law of France seen as a 
structured system is realized here for the first time. We consider legal codes as 
vertices and their mutual citations as edges in a network which properties are 
analyzed relying on graph theory. Fifty two French legal codes are extracted 
from the LEGIFRANCE corpus and their mutual citations are retrieved in the 
texts. Applying some analysis tools designed for the study of general graphs we 
find that the 10 codes the most citing and the most cited by other codes are also 
strongly connected together so forming a “rich club” sub-graph. The two most-
cited codes are the penal code and the civil code. The two most-citing codes are 
the code of the local authorities and the code of the environment. On the 
ground of objective criteria we then find a partition of the set of codes not being 
members of the rich club. This partition has four more classes with 13, 12, 12 
and 3 codes respectively. The interpretation of this partition is opening new 
untraditional lines of research. We also conjecture that legal systems are 
forming a new kind of network that we propose to call “concentrated world” 
which shares some properties in common with small worlds but are far denser.  
Keywords: Legal systems, network analysis, legal corpus, graph theory, 
codification, concentrated world. 
1. Introduction 
Local, national, regional and international Laws are experiencing major 
transformations within the stream of globalization and intensification of the social, 
technical, economical and legal interactions through all the scales of the societal 
organization. This transformation can be observed on at least one of its 
phenomenological dimension: the hierarchies of legal systems are increasingly 
embedded in network-like structures that link together in closer neighborhoods 
different legal sub-systems, legal fields and authorities active at various governance 
levels [15]. 
We here propose to have a bird-eye view of the whole French legal system, 
focusing on a particular structural property: the networking of the French legal codes 
 Introduction
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(hereafter FLC for short). Such a global view has never been realized yet. It opens 
new perspectives in the scientific characterization and measuring of “networking” 
dimension of legal complexity [3]. During their training, lawyers are quickly 
specializing in a particular domain or sub-domain of the Law. The specialized, 
strongly focused knowledge is privileged in many professions involved with the Law, 
and is also the unique mode of incursion into a legal system at disposal for researchers 
in legal science. At the same time, many critics are formulated about the increasing 
complexity of the legal systems, their lack of security, the difficulty of access to the 
legal corpus pertinent for any given enquiry, etc. These criticisms stress on the 
exponentially increasing number of legal texts and on the intricate mutual citation 
system. 
New tools are required in order to overcome these many difficulties [19], tools if 
possible based on some rigorous method and theory that at the same time would allow 
surveying the legal system dynamics and evolving complexity. For example in [4] we 
have performed statistical analysis of the structure of the citations present in a single 
code (the French Code of the Environment) considering simultaneously the 
distribution of the hierarchical levels of organization of the text – from the legislative 
part to the subdivision levels internal to a law article - and the distribution of the 
citations that form of network too. 
The approach of the whole internal Law of a country as a structured system is 
realized here on the basis of an objective and operational method for the first time. 
Once the network of the FLC is extracted from the legal corpus, we apply some 
analysis tools designed for the study of complex graphs (that are found in mathematics 
and physics [5], interactions in the immune system, communications and the internet 
[7][11], social networks [14], etc.). This formal approach allows us to underline the 
main global properties of the whole legal system that cannot be seen when analyzing 
an individual code or the set of a few codes related to a common legal domain. 
In the next section we explain the rules we follow in order to set up the FLC 
network data. In Section 3 we rank the codes with regard to the intensity of the 
relations they have with regards to the rest of the legal corpus, and interpret the 
resulting ranking. Properties at the level of the FLC network are extracted and then 
commented from a legal point of view in Section 4. In particular we identify a “rich 
club” of 10 codes that is central to the whole French legal system architecture. We 
also build a partition of the sub-set of codes not belonging to the rich club on the basis 
of objective criteria. A preliminary discussion of the whole analysis is proposed in 
Section 5 and we address the many new untraditional lines of research opened by this 
study. Noticeably we conjecture that many national legal systems should present a 
similar centralized structure that share common properties with small worlds but with 
a much denser set of links, that we propose to call “concentrated worlds”. 
2. Building the FLC Network 
Our approach is made possible because of the launching of a policy of codification in 
France since several decades. In 1989, the Commission Supérieure de Codification 
 Bu lding the FLC Network
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has been created near the Prime Minister. Its missions are first to gather, organize and 
link all the existing codes with the scattered laws and decrees, and then to build new 
thematic and comprehensive codes on the ground of the existing laws in the domain of 
interest. In 2009 at least 60 % of the legal texts have been codified following this 
method. A noticeable exception is the tax law that still does not figure out in the list of 
legal codes due to the specific way used by the French Ministère du Budget (Ministry 
of Budget) to build the Tax Code. 
In this study we only consider the French codes that have actually been built 
following the same methodology and with the same criterion elaborated and published 
by the Commission de Codification1. This set of codes is representative of the current 
state of the legal corpus in France. As we are mainly interested in the structural 
properties of the FLC network, we search in the text of each code which other codes 
are cited. We do not care about the numerous self-citations. We also do not mind 
whether a whole code is cited per se, or just one of its constitutive book, title, chapter, 
or article. In other words the only objects that we recognize are codes and we do not 
consider the internal organization of the codes (as we have done in [4] looking for 
other properties of legal networks at finer scales). Applying these rules for the 
selection of codes, we obtain a set of 52 validated codes. Queries about the citations 
of these codes are addressed via the LEGIFRANCE website [10]. In Table 1 we give 
an acronym to each code and propose a short English name indicative of the legal 
domain covered by each code. Some other codes (see [10]) being under construction, 
re-designing or re-formatting misfit some of the conformity criteria for being 
considered and are not included in this study. 
 
                                                     
1 Annual Reports of the Commission Supérieure de Codification can be found on the following website: 
http://www.ladocumentationfrancaise.fr/rapports-publics/  
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Table 1. Acronym and (English) short name of the 52 French Legal Codes retained in this 
study. In the 3d and 4th column we indicate the number of codes cited (#out) by and 
(respectively) citing (#in) the code of the current table line. The last column (Clus.) indicates 
the cluster the code belongs to after the partitioning of the FLC graph (see text): “RC” for rich 
club; C13 for the first larger cluster (13 codes); C12a and C12b for the 2d larger clusters (12 
codes each) and C3 for the 3-codes clusters. Note that the isolated LGA code and pendant INM 
code are not included in the partitioning analysis 
Acronym Short Name #Out #In Clus. Acronym Short Name #Out #In Clus.
CIV Civil 15 38 RC CNS Consumer 27 23 C12a
COM Trade 24 32 RC EDU Education 16 13 C12a
ENV Environment 34 25 RC JUA Administrative court 18 9 C12a
GCT Local authorities 37 29 RC JUF Financial court 8 10 C12a
PEN Criminal 14 44 RC MUT Mutual society 12 10 C12a
PPE Criminal procedure 27 35 RC REC Research 14 10 C12a
RUR Rural 30 30 RC ROU Traffic 10 11 C12a
SAP Public Health 32 32 RC SPO Sport 20 12 C12a 
SSC Social security 31 27 RC TOU Tourism 21 6 C12a
TRA Employment 27 34 RC AVI Civil aviation 13 7 C12b
CHA Housing 22 19 C13 DMM Mercantile marine 6 2 C12b
DEF Defense 24 14 C13 DOU Customs 14 15 C12b
DOE State-owned property 3 9 C13 JUM Military court 4 7 C12b
DPF Public rivers 7 5 C13 MOF Monetary & financial 18 23 C12b
EUP Expropriation 9 14 C13 MPU Public contract 13 11 C12b
in public interest OGJ Admin. of justice 15 8 C12b
FOR Forestry 15 11 C13 PCI Civil procedure 11 19 C12b
GPP Property legal person 19 14 C13 PCO Post & Com 11 15 C12b
ICI Film industry 4 1 C13 PIT Intellectual property 9 15 C12b
MIN Mining 11 9 C13 SDA Asylum 12 8 C12b
PAT Estate 12 13 C13 TMA Maritime employment 8 2 C12b
PMA Seaports 5 8 C13 ELE Elections 5 10 C3
URB Urbanism 24 19 C13 FAS Family 1 5 C3
VOR Road system 12 13 C13 SNA National service 10 7 C3
ART Handicraft 4 0 C12a INM Monetary media 1 0 -
ASF Social service 22 18 C12a LGA Honor Legion 0 0 -
ASS Insurance 19 19 C12a  
 
With these data we establish a link from code X to code Y when X is citing code Y 
at least one time (Y is the cited code, X the citing code). In the graph codes X and Y 
are vertices, and the link is the edge oriented from X to Y. A code X can cite several 
other codes (cited codes; outward links from X) and X can be cited by several codes 
(“citing codes”; inward links on X). This oriented graph associated to the FLC 
network is drawn in Fig. 1. This graph is dense and complex. At first glance we realize 
that we have to rely on statistical analysis to find the salient properties of this 
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particular legal network. In a second step (section 4), in order to understand the shape 
of FLC network seen as a dependency network, we consider the undirected graph 
obtained by getting rid of the orientation of the edges: two codes are linked by a (non 
oriented) edge if and only if there is at least one reference from one code to the other 
code. This graph can be seen as a “skeleton” of a more complex network in which we 
can take into account the orientation and the weight (related to the number of citations 
between two codes) of the links. This weighted network varies with time. In particular 
the weights of the edges could often change because the citations between legal texts 
are evolving. The underlying skeleton (the graph obtained without the weights) is a 
much more stable structure that only marginally changes with years. This is the reason 
why we perform its analysis in this study. 
3. Singular Codes 
Before looking for interesting properties of the whole FLC network, we identify codes 
presenting singular characters. The graph exhibits a single isolated vertex which 
corresponds to the Code of the Honor Legion and Military Medals (LGA). This code, 
with no legislative part but only a regulatory part, is ruling all the duties and rights 
assigned to several distinctions in the State order. This matter is coded in a relative 
autonomy with regard to the rest of the French legal system. The small Code of the 
Monetary Instruments (INM) being only related to the Penal Code is the sole pendant 
vertex in the graph. The Code of the Handicraft (ART for “artisanat”) is citing four 
codes but is not cited by any other code. The sub-system ruling the craft activities is of 
no incidence on any other part of the legal system. This last case shows that when 
considering a given code the citation flow is oriented, with some dissymmetry 
generally occurring between the numbers of cited (outward links) versus citing 
(inward links) codes. The distribution of these dissymmetric flows of citations is the 
expression of the whole cognitive structuring of the French legal system (at least of 
the coded part). 
3.1 The most-citing codes 
Then it is interesting to identify the codes that are most citing the other codes (yellow 
squares and the cyan hexagon on Fig.1): they are by decreasing number of cited codes 
(outward links) the general code of the local and regional Authorities (GCT; citing 37 
other codes), the environmental code (ENV; 34), the code of the public health (SAP; 
32), the code of the social security (SSC; 31) and the rural code (RUR; 30). These 
codes are covering a large diversity of matters. For example the GCT code is 
organizing the decentralized administration, provides the terms of reference for 
several organizations, with respect to the local Authorities, defines the missions of 
different local public-services, frame the rules for the local mix economy, defines the 
rights and duties of the municipalities in its various prerogatives, etc. The 
environmental code is treating regulations about the air, water, soils, etc., about 
several natural living and none living resources and terrestrial, aquatic and marine 
 Singular Codes
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ecosystems. Both the CGT and ENV codes are also accounting for the diversity of 
French territories (France, Guyana, territories in the Caribbean, South Pacific, etc.) 
and of their historical, social and ecosystem specificities. Similar reasons can be found 
for the other codes of this group: the diversity of matters they regulate requires a kind 
of cognitive opening on a wide range of legal topics that are developed in the codes 
that they cite. For example the GCT code is citing the codes of the patrimony (PAT), 
of the financial jurisdictions (JUF), of urbanism (URB), of the environment (ENV), 
the Monetary and financial code (MOF), the code of the construction and habitation 
(CHA), the rural code (RUR), the code of the public health (SAP) and so on (a total of 
34 codes). 
3.2 The most-cited codes 
A few codes are frequently cited by other codes (green circles and the cyan hexagon 
on Fig.1). The six most cited codes (two codes have the 5th rank) are by decreasing 
order of the number of their citing codes, the penal code (PEN; cited by 44 codes), the 
civil code (CIV; 38), the code of the penal procedures (PPE; 35), the code of work 
(TRA; 34) and with the same rank the commerce code (COM; 32) and the code of 
public health (SAP; 32). The penal code is most cited because it gathers all the 
penalties associated to any kind of offense or infringement of a legal nature this 
comment somewhat extends to the code of penal procedures). Its ranking in first 
position illustrates the fact that legal rules, whatever the field, are sanctioned by 
penalties, and that more and more penalties are concentrated in the criminal code.  
3.2 The most-cited odes
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Figure 1. The oriented graph associated with the network of French Legal Codes. Each vertex 
(blue diamond, yellow square, green circle, cyan hexagon) represents a Code. The yellow 
squares stand for the 4 codes most citing other codes. The 5 green circles are the 5 most cited 
codes. The cyan hexagon is both sets of the most cited and most citing codes. All these codes 
together (not including the diamond shaped symbols) form the rich club. 
Two reasons are susceptible of explaining the second rank found for the civil code: 
a) it manages a large corpus of norms related to many domains of the private law (the 
persons, property, securities); b) it is directly inspired from the oldest code in France, 
dating back from Bonaparte’s consulate (1804; at the occasion of the bicentennial 
celebration of the civil code in 2004, many publications have appeared analyzing its 
origin and fate till today). When new laws and new generations of rights (e. g. the 
social rights) emerged they often relied for the private topics on the rules codified in 
the civil code. Then this ranking among the most cited codes is partly a remnant effect 
of the history of the development of the legal system in France. It also confirms that 
the civil code is considered as describing the fundamental principles of the State law 
as much as the Constitutional law. 
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4. FLC Network Properties 
In order to apprehend the structure of the French legal system, we compute some 
structural indices of the FLC undirected network. First we examine how centralized is 
our network. Several notions of centrality exist, often linked with a notion of a 
“power”. We here present and use three of them.  
4.1 Centrality 
A vertex is central if it has numerous links. The degree of a vertex being defined as 
the number of links shared by this vertex, a vertex with a high degree has a high 
degree centrality. A second concept of centrality – the betweenness - is often used in 
the characterization of social and other networks. It is measured by counting the 
number of shortest paths passing through a vertex. For example in Fig.1 (bottom left 
sector), it is possible to go from the ENV code to the RUR code first going to the 
GCT code, from there to the SSC code and then to the RUR code. This particular path 
has a length l=3. Many other paths can be found, most of them being longer. A shorter 
path with l=2 is following this sequence of vertices: ENV – SSC – RUR. In order to 
estimate the betweenness associated to the SSC code, we consider a pair of codes X 
and Y and count the number of shorter paths between X and Y passing through SSC. 
We divide this number by the total number of shortest paths between X and Y found 
in the graph. We perform this counting process for all possible pairs of codes X and 
Y, summing together the partial results and obtain the measure of betweenness. This 
measure is high when a code (a vertex) is in an in-between position that provides 
numerous short ways connecting pairs of codes. A third concept of centrality relies on 
proximity: a vertex is central if the mean distance between this vertex and the other 
vertices (estimated as the average length of the shortest paths to the other vertices) is 
low. By computing the centrality of each vertex we can obtain a global measure of the 
network centralization (the reader interested in more details may refers to [8]).  
4.2 Small-world indices 
Then we compute “small-world indices” [14][18][9]. A network is a small world if it 
has a tight global connectivity and a high local connectivity. Tight global connectivity 
means that only a few intermediary vertices are necessary to link two any vertices. 
This can be measured by the mean of the shortest paths between each pair of vertices 
or the diameter of the network (the length of the greatest shortest path). High local 
connectivity means that the density of links in the neighborhood of a vertex is high 
(the neighborhood of a vertex being the set of vertices linked to this vertex by one 
edge). This can be measured by averaging the density of the neighborhood of each 
vertex (so providing the first clustering coefficient) or by calculating the ratio between 
the number of triangles and the number of connected triples (second clustering 
coefficient). The small-world effect is not limited to social networks and also concerns 
other kinds of networks like lexical networks or biological networks. 
 FLC Network Prop rties
4.1 Centrality
4.2 Small-world indices
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In order to appreciate how high or low are the FLC structural indices we need a 
“reference graph” as large as our graph (same number of vertices and edges). The 
indices of this reference graph are the expected indices measured on a graph taken at 
random in the set of all graphs; the reference graph is thus a random graph and we 
compare the indices with that of a random graph with the same number of vertices and 
edges. A (Erdos-Renyi) random graph is a graph whose each link has a uniform 
probability of existence: a link exists between two vertices with a given probability p. 
It is known that such a graph has a tight global connectivity but is not highly clustered. 
The estimates of various indices for the FLC network and for a random graph are 
given for comparison in Table 2. 
4.3 The “club huppé” of the FLC network 
We now focus on the most cited and citing codes, that is codes having a strong 
degree centrality in the FLC undirected network. A code is said “rich” if it has a high 
number of links. The seven richest codes are all linked together. Then three other 
codes are equally ranked in the 8th position in the order of decreasing degree (with a 
degree equal to 35). Each of these 8th-ranked codes considered with the 7 richest 
codes form a graph with 8 vertices and all the possible edges (complete graph). 
Moreover these 10 codes are all connected two by two, except two of them (the 
environmental (ENV) and social security (SSC) codes). Enlarging this group of 10 
codes by including some other codes would increase the number of missing links 
within the group. These ten codes belong to the two lists of the most cited and most 
citing codes presented in section 3, that is the PEN, CIV, PPE, TRA and COM codes 
represented by the green circles; the GCT, ENV, RUR and SSC codes: yellow 
squares, and the SAP code: cyan hexagon of Fig.1. As a result of all these properties 
these 10 codes constitute a strong and tied influent group called a “rich club” (French 
“club huppé”). They really form the central sub-network of codes in the French legal 
system, endowed with a dense set of inter-citations (edges). 
 
Table 2. Various measures of the FLC network and of a random graph2 of the same order and 
size (Note that the isolated LGA code is not included in the network). 
Measures FLC Network 
Random 
Graph 
Number of vertices 51 51 
Number of edges  531 531 
Degree centralization 0.441 0.163 
Betweenness 
centralization 0.047 0.006 
Closeness centralization 0.456 0.141 
                                                     
2 The indices for a random graph are obtained by averaging the measures computed on 10000 generated 
random graphs. 
4.3 The “club huppé” of the FLC network
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Mean of Shortest  
paths 1.595 1.584 
Characteristic path 
length 1.569 1.553 
Diameter 3.00 2.06 
First clustering 
coefficient 0.694 0.416 
Second clustering 
coefficient 0.601 0.415 
 
 
In the FLC network there is no code with a low degree but a high betweenness. In 
Fig. 2 we represent the measure of betweenness as a function of the code index sorted 
by decreasing order of degree. We see that this curve exhibits three parts: a) the single 
code with a particularly high betweenness, which unsurprisingly reveals to be the 
penal code (PEN); b) the quasi-convex bump with code ranks (abscissa) from 2 to 10; 
c) the exponentially decreasing tail associated with the codes of higher rank. We 
check that the 10 codes of high betweenness (including the penal code) are the codes 
belonging to the rich club. This observation emphasizes the central and influent 
position of this group of 10 codes. Moreover, with the third measure of centrality, the 
proximity centrality, we also find that the 10 codes of the rich club are the most 
central in the whole FLC network. It has been observed several times [2][13] that in 
social networks some vertices with a relatively low degree, therefore not member of 
the rich club, are associated with quite high measure of betweenness or proximity. For 
example an agent knowing many members of two independent communities is not in 
any of the rich clubs (if any) of each community but has a high betweenness. Then it 
might be a specific character of legal networks, at least at the granularity level of 
codes or of large pooling of legal texts, that the members of the rich club are also 
central because of their betweenness and of their short proximity with most of the 
other codes. All together these properties account for the high density of inter-code 
links observed in Fig.1. 
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Figure 2. The 52 codes of the FLC network are sorted on the x-axis by decreasing order of 
degree. The betweenness of each code is given on the y-axis. The codes with the higher degrees 
(the rich club corresponds to the codes sorted from 1 to 10) also have the higher betweenness. 
 
4.4. Partitioning the FLC network 
Discarding the 10 codes belonging to the rich club, can we separate the FLC network 
in a few components (sub-graphs) that present a high degree of internal connectivity? 
Shall we find hidden clusters of codes in the complex FLC network (see Fig. 1)? How 
many of them? Is there some underlying legal logic inducing such portioning? 
In order to answer these questions we first remove from the FLC undirected 
network the 10 codes of the rich club (which can be seen as a community), the isolated 
LGA code and the pendant INM code. Hereafter we call it the FLC* sub-network. 
Then we partition the network according to a criterion: modularity. Given a partition 
of the network in several classes (or clusters), the modularity of a class of this 
partition is the difference between the number of edges actually present is that class 
and the number of expected edges (that is the number of edges obtained with a random 
affectation of the links between the vertices). The sum of modularities of the classes 
gives the modularity of the partition. The higher the modularity is, the better the 
partition (the classes have more edges than expected). Performing on the FLC*-sub-
network the algorithm described in [6] which aggregates vertices in order to increase 
4.4 Partitioning the FLC network
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modularity, we obtain that an optimal modularity is reached for a partition into four 
classes depicted in Fig. 3. 
Other methods of graph partitioning can be applied. We tried the spectral 
partitioning [12] and the random walk partitioning [16] (the description of these 
methods is out of the scope of this paper but can be found in the cited articles). The 
results obtained with these methods vary slightly from those presented in Fig.3 (as a 
code could belong to several communities for instance) but constant and persistent 
groups of codes remain. Consequently the clustering of codes presented below should 
be interpreted with some flexibility but at the same time the main features reveal a 
robust clustering structure in the FLC*-network. Apart from the 10 codes of the rich 
club (RC in the 5th column of Table 1), we end with a set of 4 clusters with 
respectively 13, 12, 12 and 3 codes respectively (with name C13, C12a, C12b and C3 
in Table 1). The partition of the FLC network in 5 clusters is represented as a 
(weighted) graph in Fig. 3. The larger cluster gathers the 13 codes sorted together 
under the class C13 in Table 1. In C13, the 4 most cited and/or citing codes are the 
code of urbanism (URB; citing 24 codes, cited by 19 codes), the housing code (CHA; 
22, 19), the code of defense (DEF; (24, 14) and the general code for the property of 
legal persons (GPP; 19, 14). The three most cited and/or citing codes in the cluster 
C12a are the consumer code (CNS; 27, 23), the code of social service (ASF; 22, 18) 
and the Insurance code (ASS;19, 19). In the C12b cluster the most linked code is the 
code of the monetary and financial code (MOF; 18, 23), the civil procedure code 
(PCI; 11,19) and the post-communication code (PCO; 11,15). The codes of the 
elections (ELE), family (FAS) and national service (SNA) are forming the C3 cluster.  
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Figure 3. Simplified representation of the FLC network, including the isolated and pendent 
codes (discs), the rich-club (rectangle) and a partition of the FLC* sub-network (diamonds). 
The three largest clusters are strongly linked with the rich club of codes (as illustrated by the 
number of code-to-code links indicated on the edges). The acronyms of the codes are written in 
the symbol for each cluster (see Table 1).  
 
From a structural point of view, each of these clusters forms some kind of legal 
entity. However it seems difficult to assign a particular identity, or to express under a 
single name or phrase the reason for their grouping. It should be stressed here that 
these clusters are resulting from a rigorous analysis of the FLC network has it has 
constituted in the French legal corpus, and relying on objective criteria for the 
partitioning process. At a first glance, the explanation for the formation of these 
clusters is not obvious. It would require a careful screening of the link distribution 
between codes as a function of the legal domain ruled at the level of books or even 
chapters. For example looking at the links embedded in the codes of the C3 cluster, 
we realized that the militaries have special rules of registration for the elections and 
that they can obtain some specific allocations. Such reason for finding these particular 
codes in a single cluster is obviously tenuous when compared with the logics that 
induce the emerging structure of the rich club of codes.  
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Consequently the difficulty to interpret this partition is not so surprising. It should 
be kept in mind that such a large scale vision of a national legal system has never been 
produced before. The academic approaches to the Law and legal systems are generally 
focused on some legal sub-domain, following the main divisions introduced in this 
discipline but the classical authors, and as a result of the historical development of 
Law. The notion of a legal system, and the correlative systemic approach, is far to be 
common in Law. The visualization of some legal network as graphs is just beginning 
and is mainly promoted by researchers with scientific cultures developed in other 
disciplines. The notion of a legal cluster of texts or corpus has to be built at the 
juncture between graph theory, complex systems analysis and Law. Our results are 
opening new lines of thinking the Law, rather than soliciting existing legal theories. 
5. Discussion 
This study is not only presenting new results: it opens many new, unexplored 
directions for future researches. Concerning for example Fig. 1, many academic 
studies (historical, legal, political) could be launched to compare this network with the 
intuitive view of lawyers and, probably with a slightly different sensitivity, the view of 
the highly trained members of the Commission Supérieure de Codification that have 
actively designed most of the modern codes.  
5.1 What have we learnt? 
Regarding the rich club of codes, the most interesting counter intuitive result obtained 
from the perspective of the codificator is the unexpected place of the public health 
Code (SAP; cyan hexagon in Fig.1) being in both the sets of the most cited and the 
most citing codes. It suggests that this set of rules in the domain of Public Health 
(right of the deceased persons, biomedical research, biogenetic identification, 
prevention and remediation of sanitary risks, administration of health, etc.) has a 
central role, and somewhat bridges the gap between the older, more traditional codes 
primarily “private-law oriented” and the new codes mainly “public-law oriented”. 
It would be interesting to confirm or invalidate our conjecture that the corpus of 
national legal systems possess a rich club of codes (or pools of texts) that 
simultaneously are associated with a high measure of betweenness and proximity with 
the other codes or text pools. If confirmed such a property would somewhat single out 
networks of legal corpus in the realm of “social” or societal networks. Many countries 
have already codified at least part of their legal corpus or are on the way to realize it, 
with in many cases the publication of the corpus on web sites (like for the European 
Union and many of its member States, the United States of America, India, etc.). 
These national, federal or union legal corpuses are opened fields of research and 
comparison. Another interesting point would be to check that the corpus of 
International Law exhibits a rich club of regulations and, if any, that this pool of texts 
shares the multi-centrality property observed in the FLC network. 
 Discussion
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We have also shown that hidden clusters of codes are structuring the whole French 
national system. It is interesting to note that such robust structure does not result from 
the will of a legislator or of a legal body, nor it is expressing an intentional collective 
action. We believe that the global architectonic of such a large legal system 
outperforms the cognitive capacity of any single individual. It is in some sense 
emerging from the sum of the many contribution of the individual links set in the 
textual matter by generations of legislators, self-organizing at this global system scale 
in the long process of Law making and transforming. 
5.2 Is the FLC network a small world? 
Some observed characteristics of the FLC network are shared with many other 
networks, in particular with many social networks, called small worlds. But the FLC 
network is also exhibiting original characteristics that lead us to draw some conjecture 
of a specific nature of networks of national legal corpuses. Indeed, the FLC network is 
much denser than other complex networks usually studied (see e. g. [1]). Its density 
(ratio of the number of edges and the number of possible edges) is about 42% whereas 
density of complex networks analyzed so far is just a few percent. The FLC network 
clearly has a tight global connectivity (see table 2). However the high density and the 
low number of vertices participate in shortening the paths in the network. Concerning 
the local connectivity, the clustering coefficients of FLC are between 0.6 and 0.7. As 
the FLC network is dense, the associated random graphs have a high clustering 
coefficient (equal to the density) and the ratio between FLC network and the random 
graph is not so important with regard to previous works on sparse graphs [17]. All in 
all, the FLC network is not strictly speaking a small world. 
This study of the FLC network raises the difficulty in characterizing dense graphs 
in terms of small worlds and exhibits a network highly centralized. For these reasons, 
we propose to introduce a new term to characterize a dense and central network: a 
concentrated world. We suspect the FLC network of being a prototypic example of 
such object which other class members should be search first in other national Law at 
the level of whole corpuses. 
5.3 A legal graph-theoretic conjecture 
Indeed from this study, we conjecture that many national legal systems should present 
a similar. As explained in the previous sub-section the FLC network looks like a small 
world with regard to some of its connectivity characteristics. However the density of 
links, in particular those links attached to the central rich club, is much higher than 
what has been currently observed by researchers analyzing many networks or graphs 
representing natural or artificial systems. The name “concentrated world” is proposed 
in reference to the following arguments: 1) it has common properties with small-world 
but are much denser graphs (there is a high concentration of links); 2) it has a central 
rich club of codes (or texts) that at the same time are densely connected with most of 
the other vertices of the graph; members of this rich-club also have the highest 
5.2 Is the FLC network a sm ll world?
5.3 A legal graph-theoretic conjecture
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centrality measures inducing that centrality powers are concentrated  in these few 
codes; 3) we suppose that this last property is a phenomenological expression, or 
counterpart in the legal corpus of the centrality of the public Authorities in the 
regulation of the various dimension of the life of a society, from the individuals to 
large groups of people, from its material interactions to the dematerialized actions. 
Whether such interpretation can be comforted by future studies considering other 
national legal system, it would be also very interesting to proceed further, asking for 
example the centrally of the State as a central agent among the swarm of public 
Authorities. This question can be approached considering the national legal corpus but 
also building and analyzing the network of public Authorities.  
6. Conclusion 
The structural shape of a national legal corpus has been visualized from the first time. 
The analysis of the network structure so obtained is conducted relying on concepts 
and methods of the theory of graph. In this paper we mainly focus on the connectivity, 
modularity and centrality of the French legal codes in this architecture. We find a 
central rich club of 10 codes that are a) the most citing and most-cited by the other 
codes of the corpus; b) strongly connected two by two. The rest of the FLC network 
can be robustly partitioned in 4 clusters that group series of legal codes following 
some still hidden reason (if any). The FLC network is also presenting some other 
unusual properties that by some aspects link it with the small world like networks 
observed in many fields (communication, social network, etc.) and by some other 
aspects distinguish it as a new kind of network that we propose to call “concentrated 
world”. We conjecture that this particular structure might be common to most legal 
systems of corpus at the national scale. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Conclusion
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